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TODAY:
Cloudy.
High: 7075. Low:
..___ _ __. 50s.

THE MURRAY STATE

SATURDAY: Rain.
High: 70s. Low: 50s.
SUNDAY: Rain.
High: Around 70.

May I , 1998
Vol. 73, No. 29

Source: National Weather Service

Celebrating 70 years as the Student Newspaper of Murray State University
News
Joseph
Cartwright.
dean of humanistic studies, ,
retires after
.......__..._.-~~~ seven years as
dean to teach parttlme at
the University

Commencement caps off year
-Graduation: As the aca- Ponder and Outstanding
demic year winds to a Senior Man Jeffrey Vaughan.
president of the Universiclose, the commencement The
ty, Kern Alexander, will also
activities and banquets make remarks. The invocation
held in honor of May grad- will be made by Wells Lovett, a
uates will serve as the final member of the Board of
Regents.
capstone.
BY jULIE WOLFE
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On Saturday, May 9, the outgoing seniors will attend their
last Murray State ceremony as
students. Commencement will
be held in Racer Arena at 10
a.m. The speakers will be Outstanding Senior Woman Amy

OpEd
Amy Ponder,
former copy
editor for The

Three honorary degrees will
be given out at the ceremony.
Arthur
Bauernseind
will
receive a doctor of human letters degree and Robert Burton
and Dan Hutson Sr. will both
receive doctor of business
degrees.
Following Commencement,
there will be a reception on
Cutchin Field. All family and

friends of the graduates are
invited to attend the reception
under tents provided by the
University. Murray State js celebrating its diamond anniversary this year and a special
commencement is planned to
celebrate this.
The Honors Day ceremony
will be held on Friday, May 8,
at 3:30 p.m. in the Curris Center Ballroom. Honors societies,
residential colleges, departments and organizations will
recognize outstanding students. A reception will follow
this ceremony and it will also
be held in the Curris Center.
Candidates for degrees can

attend an infonnative meeting
on Wednesday, May 6, at 12:30
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
This meeting will last approximately half an hour and will
explain Saturday's events to
the students.
The graduating seniors are
asked to arrive at 9 a.m. at
Cutchin Field to line up for
entrance and to receive their
name cards. In case of rain the
candidates are to line up in the
Carr Health building. Friends
and family of the graduates are
asked to arrive promptly at 10
a.m. for the commencement
ceremony.
"The arena will be full, and

Murray State
News, disputes
the negative
stereotypes associated with
the student newspaper.

Employee
concerns
•
rece1ve
proposals

Spring Fever

CollegeL[/e
Is the stress of finals gening
you down? Are you on the .
verge of a nervous breakdown due to the struggle for
a decent grade? College Life
offers ways to relieve the
anxiety and begin to study.

Seepage

Analysis
BY JENNIFER 5 ACHARNOSkl
EDIT~N..CHIEf
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Sp orts
A horse by horse preview of
tomorrow's I 24th Run for
the Roses at Churchill
Downs in Louisville should
get you ready for pos-time
at 4:30p.m.

Seepage
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Camp aign Trail
Today we begin our reporting on the campaigns directly
affecting our coverage area.
Turn to us every Friday for
the most accurate, up-todate information on all campaign issues important to
you.
See page

7
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there will be standing room
only," Barbara Rose,administrative assistant, said.
The seating in the arena will
be available on a first come,
fmrt. serve basis.
"I'm excited because I've been
here five years," Leigh Bobo,
graduating senior from Paducah said. "I'm ready to get out of
here. I'm not really nervous."
The various residential colleges will hold their own
investiture ceremonies for
graduates and their guests. A
complete listing of these events
can be found on the Murray
State homepage.

Seth

Dixon/The News

Jon Kizzee, senior from Hopkinsville, takes advantage of the warm spring day at He m itite Lake while e njoying a day
of pure relaxation and fishing.

Attacker remains unnamed
•Rape: A female student was
allegedly raped last Sunday morn·
ing and refuses to identify her male
attacker.
BY j AKE BURGESS
SENIOR STAfF WRITER

A female student was raped after
attending R.E.B.O.S. Saturday night.

The student was attending Reaping the
Benefits of Our Students, a festival ·that
was held on the Calloway County Fair
Grounds on Kentucky Highway 121 North
that had five bands and three DJ's. She
met her accused rapist there.
The female student left with her attacker later on in the night, and was raped
about 12:30 a.m. on Sunday, she said.
"She knew who the person was and did
not want to relieve his identity," said Stan

Scott, Calloway County Sheriff.
"She refuses to cooperate, because of this
we will not testify (against him), and we
can not prosecute.
He also said the female and the male
student were drinking alcohol all during
the night.
The Calloway County Sherifl's Department said the female student's friends said
they saw the male student she left with,
but also refused to identify him.

MSU anticipates enrollment
freshmen class numbers 1,601 graduates, for a
"Murray State's camwill be similar to the total of 8,811.
pus can handle up to
numbers of the freshBryan said while the 9,000 students before we
men class of 1996.
numbers are s teadily will really have to take a
"The numbers we have climbing, the University closer look at the facilipredicted for next fall will be able to accommo- ties." he said.
are based on the num- date the growing numThe
University
bers from the freshmen ber of students.
expects an increased
class of 1996," he said.
MSU 1998 Enrollment
The admissions and
BY CHRISTINE H ALL
NEWS EDITOR
registration office has
predicted for the fall of
Enrollment figures for 1999, the undergraduate
the fall semester are enrollment will be 7,370
predicted to raise the students and 1,600 gradtotal enrollment for uate students for a total
Murray State to almost of8,970.
9,000 students.
The enrollment numPhil Bryan, dean of bers for the freshmen
0
1000 200 0
3000
400 0
5000
6000
admissions and regis- class of 1997 was 7,210
trar, said the. in-coming undergr~duates
and
Source: Admissions ofiice

•Enrollment:
Undergraduate
enrollment is anticipated to remain on
the rise causing a
need for new residential facilities ..

enrollment in the future
and has been making
adjustments in facilities
such as increasing housing by adding seven new
buildings and replacing
older residential buildings with newer ones.

7000

8000

9000

Jon Simanowitz/ The News

Two issues concerning the
employees at Murray State,
health care and salary in~
es, are so interdependent. that
no one solution can be offered.
First, the administration has
proposed an average of a four
percent raise for every employee. Currently the rate of inflation is at 1.7 percent.
Second, the administration
wants to sever its responsibility as an independent health
care provider for Murray State
University. This would cause
an immediate rise in cost to
those who wish to insure any
dependents.
The administration has. stated it cannot afford to pay the
amount ofhealth care which it
has been providing in the past.
University President Kern
Alexander tiaid the University's health care cost is two '
times the amount of other
benchmark schools. He also
said Murray State is the only
school out of those schools with
no cost containment for its
health care plans.
A Faculty Senate committee
released a report which stated
faculty salaries were significantly lower than other benchmark schools.
How can a University cut
health care cost and allow for
every employee to receive
enough lnoney to cover the
expense and retain a raise to
compensate for yearly inflation?
Alexander's solution phrase
is to "save harmless." The
intention is to give enough of a
raise to the lesser paid employees to cover the extra cost of
health care without sacrificing
the annua'l cost of living raise.
"It is fair and equitable to
give a more percentage
increase to the lower paid,"
Alexander said.
Ann Landini, faculty senate
president, says that the proposal ia one way to prevent
employees from having to
adjust their standard of living
because of the new health system.
"One of the reasons that our
salaries are low, is because of
the healthcare plan," Landini
said.
Please~
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Citywide yard sale
planned Saturday
West Kentucky's Biggest
Spring Citywide Yard Sale
will be held tomorrow
from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Maps with descriptions
of the items to be sold at
each yard sale will be on
sale for $1 in the Murray
Commission
Tourism
office today from 7:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. and tomorrow from 6 a.m. to noon.
For more information
contact Judy Gargus at
759-2199.

Free Astronomy
Day at LBL
The Golden Pond Planetarium at TVA's land
Between
the
lakes
National Recreation Area
Is holding a free open
house and Astronomy Day
tomorrow.
This annual event offers
act1V1t1es,
planetarium
shows, solar observation
and instructions on getting
stared in astronomy. The
event is sponsored by the
planetarium, the West
Kentucky
Amateur
Astronomers and the lBl
Association.
Special events include
seminar topics such as
"How to Choose axnd
Use Binoculars and Telescopes" and three planetarium shows.
The planetarium is located inside the Golden Pond
Visitor Center. For more
information, call 924-2233
or visit the lBl website at
www.lbl.org.

Shakespeare Alive!
co mes to C CHS
Shakespeare Alive! the
Kentucky Shakespeare Festival's touring educational
outreach program, will be
at Calloway County High
School on May 8.
The 1997-98 tour features actors lisa Hagood
and Michael lee who work
with students in an effort
to bring Shakespeare's
work to life.

Advoca tes seeks
nominations
The Kentucky Advocates
for Higher Education are
seeking nominations for
the sixth annual Acorn
Award.
Nominees must be fulltime faculty members of
an accredited four-year,
junior or community college.
To nominate a teacher,
write to the Kentucky
Advocates for Higher Education, P.O. Box 268, Prestonburg,
Ky. · 4 1653.
Please
include
the
teacher's full name, the
name of the college or university and the city where
the school is located.
For more Information,
call Bill Francis at (606)
886-2812 or Sherry jones
at 875-6812. Nominations
are due by May 29.

Dean retires
after seven years
•Faculty:
Dean
of
Humanistic
Studies,
Joseph Cartwright, retires
after seven years to return
to the classroom.
BY KRISTIN HILL
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Fine art

Joseph
Cartwrisf't:
Dean of the College for Humanistic Studies is
retiring from his
position to
become a parttime professor.

STAFF WRITER

After: 18 years in administrative
positions,
Joseph
Cartwright, dean of the College
of Humanistic Studies, is retiring and heading back to the
classroom.
Under an early retirement
plan Murray State offers,
Cartwright can retire because he
has completed 27 years in the
system and was approved for
early retii-ement by the administration of the University. Part of
the plan involves teaching halftime for four years, beginning in
the spring. This is the aspect
Cartwright is looking forward to.
"For a couple years I have felt
a tug to return to the classroom,"
Cartwright said. "I really miss
interacting with students and
teaching. That is why I got
involved with this profession in
the first place."
The College of Humanistic
Studies has accomplished anum·
ber of things during the seven
years Cartwright has been dean.
Cartwright thinks one of the
most significant improvements
in the College is the recruitment
of faculty.
"I came in wanting to recruit
the best faculty we could and we
have done this. considering the
salaries and the teaching load
required," Cartwright said. "Our
faculty are some of the best in
the University and stand up in
comparison with those anyw)lere."
Under Cartwright's leader·
ship, many programs have been
added and improved upon. The
University Studies curriculum
has been strengthened. MSSW is
a master's degree in social work
program that has been esta~
lished with the University of
Louisville.
Also, the English Language
Institute has brought about 80 to
120 foreign students to study
intensive
English
here.
Cartwright said this has
increased the foreign students'
enrollment because many times
after completing Murray State's
ELI program they choose to
remain here.
Technology changed the classroom and education setting here,
Cartwright said. In the College
of Humanistic Studies, it has
allowed for the expansion of multimedia classrooms. This has
affected all the departments, but
psychology, sociology, social
work and foreign language have
particularly taken advantage of
the technology at their fingertips.
Full-time faculty have a computer sitting on their desk, complete with access to the Internet.
Cartwright understands the
importance
and
valuable
resources technology can provide.
"Technology is putting the faculty in touch with the rest of the
world," Cartwright said.
While publication and service
is important, Cartwright has
been pleased with the increase in

merit for teaching. He has
emphasized evaluating teaching,
particularly with a portfolio
review process. The portfolio contains student ratings, course
material, peer evaluations and
personal reflective statements.
"The portfolio process isn't perfect by any means," Cartwright
said. "But it tells us a lot and
allows us to make supportive
suggestions."
Cartwright has also been satisfied with the College Forum
Series. Issues such as the Holocaust, pluralism in American
society and civic virtue have
been discussed over the years
Cartwright has been dean.
"It is important to know what
the research has to say about
humanity," he said.
Although the College of
Humanistic Studies has accomplished many of the goals
Cartwright had established,
there have been a few disappointments. The loss of good faculty, particularly after heavy
recruitment, is sad, Cartwright
said.
There is also an instability of
budgeting, which leads to a lack
of consistent planning of where
to spend money, he said. While
Cartwright held this administra·
tive position, there has been no
increase for operating expenses.
He also wanted to increase
salaries, but that is completely
dependent on how much money
the state allots the University
and how much the University
allots the College. Cartwright
understands the competing
needs, financially, but still is disappointed.
"We have a strong faculty that
works hard and deserves to
make salaries that are equivalent and competitive with other
sthools," he said.
Besides getting back into the
classroom. Cartwright wants to
work on his research and writing
on Tennessee during and right
after the Civil War, particularly
why people stayed loyal and
what ultimately brought the
Union and the Confederecy back
together.
Cartwright also is planning to
travel to Germany and the
Bahamas to visit his family, particularly his grand children, who
live there.
Mer being chair of the history
department for 11 years and
dean of the College for seven,
Cartwright is ready to get back
to the classroom.
"I always wanted to end my
career teaching and that is
what I'm going to do," he said.
A search committee is conducting an outside search for
new dean. Although as of now
there is no deadline. Cartwright
thinks the committee will name
one by fall semester at the latest.
There will be an interim dean
beginning July 1 until the new
one is hired.

Seth Dixon/The News

Stephanie Dono ho, sophom ore from Pa lmersville, Tenn., draws model, Cara Gam mel,
freshman from Benton, during the nude portion of Drawing I.

Tuition increases for fall
States are also forcing tuition cuts on colleges.
In California, government and higher education
officials are working with schools in which the
state will promise increased funds if schools
keep tuition increases down.
Taulbee said there has been no talk in Ken·
tucky concerning the reduction of tuitions.
"The tuitions in Kentucky deal with a biennial
budget," he said. "In November of last year, the
tuitions were set for the next two years."
Linda Jacobs, assistant director of finance and
budget at the Council, said many states are asking colleges to lower tuition increases because
the colleges do not have to charge their students
very many fees due to economics.
"The states like California have historically
been low tuition states," she said. "For the
schools to raise tuition would be a 'price shock' to
the school and for the students."
Michelle Francis. student from Morehead
State University, is the newly appointed student
representative to the Council and a member' of
the new tuition work group.
"This week was the committee's first meeting
where we discussed several questions about
tuition," she said. "We are focusing on a new
direction for tuitions."
Francis says one of the questions that came up
was why do students need to pay to go to college.
To attend public elementary and secondary
schools are fw1ded by parent's taxes.
''We asked representatives from each institu·
tion in Kentucky to give us a ratio of tuitions to
their budgets," she said. "The ratios ranged from
nine percent to almost 30 percent."
Francis said the institutions when asked could
not give an exact figure for the cost of instruction which she said surprised the committee.

-Tuition: Other states are cutting tuition
rate increases for its universities, but
MSU is increasing them for next year's
freshmen class.
BY CHRISTINE HALL
NEWS EDITOR

This fall, incoming freshman will encounter a
heavy load of tuition prices as well as other
increased fees.
Looking back, prices have risen $840 in the
past 30 years for a full-time in-state student.
During the 1970-71 school year, an in-state
undergraduate could attend the University for
$120. Next fall, students will be paying $960 for
their education, a $60 increase from this year.
For an out-of-state undergraduate. the fees
are more. Students will pay $2,880 next fall, a
$180 increase.
Dennis Taulbee, general counsel for the Council on Postsecondary Education, said tuitions are
not set by universities as some students think,
but instead they are mandated by the state.
"The council controls the amount of tuition for
state universities," Taulbee said. "After that, the
university can attach any additional fees onto
that tuition without approval."
He said the fall undergraduate rate is 6. 7 per·
cent higher so as to coincide with the rate of
inflation.
"The tuition is set based on 'marketplaces,' or
other state rates," Taulbee said. "States are
selected based on their economy and the policy is
to set the tuition based on those figures."
Several states around the country are allowing their colleges to lower tuition because of
healthy economies and federal tax breaks.

.

Full Tuition Fees

Fee Increases

Year
1998-99
1997-98
1995-96
1993-94
1991-92.
1987-88
1984-85
1982-83
19n-78
970·71

1998-99
1997-98

out~of·state

undergraduate

$960
$900
$840
$750
$650

$2880
$2700
$2520
$2250
$1950
$1490
$1245
$1011
$570
$370

$500
$415
$337

$210
$120

Residence Hall
Fees

Food Services
Fees
Year

In-state
undergraduate

15 meals per
week

240 meals per

$1000
$970

$1015
$980

semester

Year
1998·99
1997-98

double room
$780
$735

Source: Bursar's Office

John Sim,1nowitz/ The News

Housing plans delayed for new buildings
•Hou sing: Plans for building after a delay in approval, the project's
seven new residential buildings completion date has been set back to
has been delayed because of a either August 1999 or January 2000.
Dewey Yeatts, dir:!ctor of facilities
change in procedure.

said. "(The bill) allows Murray State to
hire its own architect to help with the
project. This will hopefully take place
July 1."
It was originally discussed to only
management, said the delay is the
result of a change in building proce- seek approval for the first two buildBY DONALD LAWSON
dures. The passing of House Bill 622 ings of the project. The proposal was
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
allows universities to handle their own denied by Gov. Patton and passed on to
capital construction projects instead of the state legislature for either approval
Plans for a new housing facility at going through the state. Yeatts said of the full seven buildings or only the
Hamilton field have been given final this will allow the University to seek its first two. A decision was finally made to
approval by the Kentucky Legislature. own local contractor for the new pro- go ahead with the seven-building packThe plan is to have seven new buildings ject.
age. Total cost for the project is projectbuilt on the Hamilton property to . "Ct!pital construction has gone ed to be $6.5 million.
Yeatts said the final plans and bidreplace Richmond College. Howe'ver. through the state in the past," Yeatts

Briefs compiled by Beth
Bradley, Staff Writer

..

ding may be completed by Oct. 1 with
construction beginning in January
1999.

With the impending delay of construction, the housing department has
also been forced to change plans for
moving students from Richmond College into the new facility.
Paula Hulick, director of housing,
said the University had not been planning on moving anyone for next semester. Housing has not yet developed a
plan for moving students and has
decided to hold off until construction
has begun.

\
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Telecommunications system enacted
•Telecommunica tions:
A program is being developed to improve the management program in the
business department.
BY JENNIFER SACHARNOSI<I
EOITOR•IN-CHIEF

Murray State is waiting for
approval to begin its task of
becoming one of the nation's
leaders in telecommunications
systems management.
A response is expected this
week from the Council on Postsecondary Education on the
proposal for the establishment
of the Center for Business and
Industry and the building of a
telecommunications systems
management program. · The
program as proposed will be a
nationally recognized Program
of Distinction. The Kentucky
Postsecondary
Education
Improvement Act of 1997 was
enacted to create such programs at all regional universities.

of telephony with the managerThe program will be a joint
ial and business acumen and
effort of the Center for Industry ' 'This would be an
interdisciplinary
an awareness of the public poland Technology and the College of Business and Public
program that cap- icy issues that affect the
telecommunications industry."
Affairs. The challenge of the
tures
where
the
Gary Brockway, chairman of
program, as stated in the prothe
department of management
posal, is "to develop professionworld is going.' '
and marketing, said the proals who can build, manage and
-KERN Al.uANDER,
gram would benefit everyone
fully exploit the potential in the
on
campus by recruiting the
telecommunications field."
UNJVE1l81TY PRESIDENT
leaders in the business and
"This program will be on the
forefront of a developing area," telecommunications systems industry fields and adding cutKern Alexander, University management is designed to ting edge technology.
"If students really want to
president, said. "This would be prepare graduates for applicaan interdisciplinary program tion skills. One elective option come to one of the best prothat captures where the world includes a four-year degree grams in the nation, this is
is going."
with an emphasis on analysis where they'll come," Brockway
Alexander said the program and design.
said.
would be the only one of its
If the proposal is approved,
A bachelor's degree in the
, kind in the state, and one of field will allow graduates the state would provide funds
few in the nation.
greater opportunities in their of $1.1 million and the UniverGraduates would be involved career paths.
sity would match those funds ,
in the applications of electronic
Finally, the program would Brockway said.
commerce, electronic banking, allow students the opportunity
The first year would be
distance learning, video tele- to complete their master's of required ' for laying the ground
conferencing and other uses for science in telecommunication work for the program by
·
technology.
systems management. AB stat- upgrading facilities with the
Three degrees would be pos- ed in the proposal, this pro· · needed technology and bring·
sible from the Center for Busi- gram "is designed to produce ing in additional expertise. Fall
ness and Industry.
managers and analysts who of 1999 wil1 be the first year for
An associate of science in combine a technical knowledge the program, Brockway said.

Woods Hall renovation continues
•Renovation: Renovation continues
on Woods Hall as the project moues
into its second phase of construction
focusing on the lobby of the building.

BY GREG STARK
STAFF WRITER

The renovation of Woods Hall has
proceeded to its second phase.
"The first phase was the completion
of the firs t floor," Dewey Yeatts, director of facilities management, said.
"The phase we are in is the renovation
of the lobby area . In our s ix-year capital pl a n , we are looking to get new air

conditioning for the building and to
reroof it, but we haven' t got the funding for it yet."
Since renovations to the front lobby
began, that part has been boarded up
on the exterior of the building. Rounded windows can be seen peaking out of
the boards, giving a clue to some of the
work which has gone on in the lobby.
The lobby used to be encased by glass
surrounding the front of the building.
"We took out some inefficient windows and doors, and we are putting in
some efficient windows and doors,"
Yeatts said. "We are putting walls in
for some meeting rooms ."
Yea tts was uns ure of the validity of
rumors about adding marble to the

lobby area, even though he had heard
the rumors.
"We are not familiar with that at
all," he said. "I don' t know if s omething is proposing to do something
about it that we don't know about."
Yeatts said after the renovation of
the lobby is completed , next will be
the roofing and air conditioning project.
"I suspect that we'll wait to get our
funding for the roofing project and the
electrical renovations," he said .
Renovations to Woods Hall began in
Spring 1997. Upon completion of the
renovation, the building will house the
English Language Institute and the
Institute of International Studies.

3
PoliceBec1t
April 22, 1998
8:57 a.m. Carr Health reported a locker being vandalized.
April 23, 1998
2:37a.m. Dell B: McPeake and Justin P. Wiggins were arrested for DUI
and lodged in the Calloway Collnty Detention Center.
4:35am. Meredith Eberhardt was arrested for DUI and lodged in the Calloway County Detention Center.
12:42 p.m. Randy DeHart reported the theft of a Rock Hopper Mountain
Bike.
April 24, 1998
8:16p.m. An ambulance was dispatched to Johnson Theatre, but did not
transport anyone.
April 25, 1998
4:13 a.m. Richmond College reported a rock thrown through a window.
1 :00 p.m. There was a power outage in the western portion of the city
because of a transformer blowing up on 18th St. Several people were
trapped in an elevator in the Fine Arts Building until 2:06 p.m.
3:38 p.m. A citation was issued to Tameika N. Hutchinson for disregarding a stop sign.
3:45 p.m. A noise complaint was reported in the Hart College parking lot
area for persons shooting water guns and making noise.
6:54 p.m. A complaint was reported on skateboarders around Johnson
Theatre.
Aprll26, 1998
7:55 p.m. A computer lab in the Business Building reported a broken window.
April 27, 1998
1:54 a.m. A noise complaint was reported for people between Hart and
Richmond colleges making noise in the parking lot.
5:02 a.m. There was a complaint for the 200 block of College Courts for
a loud television.
9:09 a.m. An elderly gentlemen who was disoriented drove up onto the
curb in front of White College. He was transported to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
6:12p.m. Tashika Holmes was arrested for "theft by unlawful taking" and
lodged in Calloway County Detention Center.
6:57 p.m. Joy Navan reported the theft of her wallet from the first floor
lobby of Wells Hall.
8:09 p.m. A citation was issued to Rush H. Trowell IV for reckless driving
in the Winslow and Hester College area.
Aprll28, 1998
3:42 p.m. There was a complaint on bikers doing stunts in front of Waterfield Ubrary.
4:32 p.m. A citation was issued to Amanda Johnson for reckless driving.
April 29, 1998
3:04 p.m. Robert Pilgrim reported the theft of a Sony camcorder, Pentax
35mm camera and lens from his office in the Business Building. The total
value is $1 ,700.
6:42 p.m. Sergey Neverov was arrested via an arrest warrant by the Calloway County Sheriff's Department and charged with contempt of court for
failing to pay restitution on a previous court case. He was lodged in the
Calloway County Detention Center.
Racer Escorts - 8

Motorilt Aaallt8 - 13

Information for Police Beat gathered and compiled by Christine Hall, news
ed1tor, from materials available to 1he Public Safety office.
'

niversity Store

TEXTBOOK
BUYBACK
GET MORE CASH FOR YOUR BOOKS!

c

S CENTER
MAY 4-8

Monday -Friday
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College ~,rieu;s

Semester's end creates excess stress

Q•

Murray State has once
again failed us. Remember at the beginning of
the year when SGA
promised it would try to
make a ruling for faculty
not to have tests and
papers due the week
before finals? Well, it
never happened because
the
administration·
would not let it•and now
many students are
pressed for time.
What many faculty
members don't understand is for many classes, finals are the clincher to a decent grade in
the class. Many finals
count as much as 50 percent of a student's grade.
Another problem the
faculty needs to understand are projects that
are due the last week of
school. Students do not
have enough time to do
two projects, take a test
and begin to study for
finals in one week.
Faculty argue students know at the beginning of the semester

What is the first thing

you are going to do when your
finals are over?

Name: Russ
Oates
Major: Geography
Year: Junior
Hometown:
Madisonville
" I'm going to
take a load of stuff home, the n
come back and do nothing for
awhile."
Name: Brad
Leath
Major:Organizational Communications
Year: Junio r
Hometown:
Mayfield
" Relax and get away, probably
to the lake."

Our 11ieu;
Issue:
Many students have papers due and
tests the week before finals.
Position:
Students should not be pressed to
turn in papers and study for tests
the week before finals.
when projects are due.
Yes, that may be true,
but when a professor
doesn't teach or give a
student the material
until two weeks before
the semester is over,
then the student cannot
begin to prepare for the
project...
While we're discussing
enough time to prepare,
what happened to our
study day? In the past
semesters,
students
have always gotten a
free day to study, relax
and get their heads
together.
Not
this

semester.
This semester most
students tum in their
projects and papers Friday and then cram all of
their studying into one
weekend. Not only do
they have to cram, but
students living in the
dorms have 24 hours to
pack and leave after
their last final.
If Murray State wants
to continue its reign of
high academics, then it
needs to allow its sttJ.dents enough time to be
fully prepared for their
finals.

Your ~,7eu's
Name: Kris Dixon
Major:Agriculture
Year: Sophomore
Hometown: Fulton
"Go home and
start to work."

Schell on target about
Alexander's de cisions

Name: Tammy
Conger
Major:Graphic
Arts
Year: Sophomore
Hometown: ,.... ..-..~-.
on
" I' m going to
work and visit fri~nds."

Name: Timothy
Horoho
Major: Economics
Year: Sophomore
Hometown:
Nairobi, Kenya
"I'll be in Cali·
fomia looking for a job.''

Beth Bradley/Staff
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To the Editor:
J would like to respond to some of .
the criticisms professor Bill Schell
received in your newspaper since the
appearance of his letter publicly criticizing MSU President Kern Alexander on Friday, April 17.
As a member of the faculty for many
years, a friend of our foreign exchange
program in all its various forms and
as a specialist in non-United States
history, French and Euro~an 1 think
I can accurately characteriie the criticisms of Schell as wide of the mark.
Although Schell may have some of
his facts incorrect, his overall analysis
of Alexander's deplorable behavior in
running MSU is accurate. Alexander
often ignores the advice and deliberative consensus of our COJJ:!.mit1!ee structure, as he apparently disregarded
carefully worked-out criteria for
awarding tuition waivers to Korean
students and in the hiring of Jack
Rose as dean of the College of Education.
Alexander also clearly has pet projects he promotes on campus while
ignoring the more significant problems of some older buildings, the
leaks in the roof of the Waterfield
Library, as well as the inexcusable
lack of a security system in the Pogue
Library. He continues to mouth, but
not support by substantive action the
most troubling issue on campus: the
facu1ty and staff salaries.
For those of us who must deal on a
daily basis with how we educate the
deserving students who attend MSU,
Schell's letter was a welcomed wake·
up call, a clarion loud enough to get
response from high-ranking administrators and well-meaning but somewhat misinformed Korean students.
I am sure that my friend, Provost
Jim Booth, in his letter to the editor of
Murray Ledger and Times on April
20, responded to Schell's letter as a
sincere administrator. But the real
point of Schell's. opinions has to do
with how Alexander is running this
University and the resultant mood on
campus. The abominably low morale
of faculty on this campus, especially
the younger members of the faculty, is
at least in part the responsibility of
Alexander.
Schell's attempt to focus our atten·
tion on Alexander's policies and methods of administering this University
is both necessary and courageous.

Eddie Grant

Sports Editor
Danny Vowell

Terry W. Strieter
Professor of History

Photography Editor .
Brandy Quam

Advertising Manager
The Murray Stare News is prepared and
edited by students under the advisership of
Joe Hedges. Opinions expressed are those
of the editors and other signed writers.
These opinions do not necessarily represent
the view of journalism faculty or the Univer·
sity. This is an official publication of Murray
State University

E ditoria l exhibits merit
To the Editor:
I have been told editorials are an
opportunity to make comments with
no merit. I would like to take this
opportunity to make an editorial with
merit.
This past Tuesday I had the privilege of eating breakfast with the graduating seniors of Murray State. The

Curris Center was overflowing with
enthusiasm and anticipation. Seniors,
faculty and staff from across our campus enjoyed a delicious breakfast and
good conversation.
I am a new faculty member at MSU
and teach outdoor recreation in the
Department of Health , Physical Education and Recreation. I accepted this
position in January because MSU
offered me the opportunity to work
with some of the best faculty and
brightest students in the field of
recr&iruon. I was proud to see sever a l
of our seniors at the breakfast. They
had worked as hard, if not harder
than the other seniors attending the
breakfast.
I could see the pride in their faces
and the anticipation all senior s have
at this time in their lives. One can
only imagine the surprise and disbelief I felt when -Todd Earwood, president of the MSU Student Government
Association, announced to most of the
University that outdoor recreation, in
his opinion, is certainly not a legitimate major when compared with a
major in business at MSU. In one sentence, Earwood devalued these students' experience at MSU and their
chosen career field.
l can understand why the University has trouble with retention and
recruitment when a person such as
the SGA president and a member of
the Board of Regents publicly downgrades departments that are essential
not only to this campus, but also to
the nation's economy.
Perhaps Earwood should do a little
research as to the social and economic
impact recreation has in our society
before he makes such statements.
Recreation plays a tremendous role in
the economic growth of cities, states
and the nation. Approximately $1 of
every $8 earned in the United States
is spent on recreation-related activities. More money is spent on leisure
and recreation in our country than on
housing construction or national
defense (Jensen, 1995). The U.S.
Department of Commerce estimates
non-government leisure expenditure
rose from $48 billion in 1962 to more
than $400 billion in 1992 (Bureau of
Census). One of every 15 jobs in our
country is directly related to the field
of recreation (Jensen 1995). Tourism
is the nation's second largest retail
industry.
In fact, the very breakfast we were
attending was a leisure activity. I cordially extend an invitation to Ear wood to register for one of our "bunny"
courses in outdoor recreation. He may
be surprised at the challenge that
awaits him.
Kelly Rogers
Assistant professor of Outdoor Recreation

Ea rwood disrespect s
r ecreation stude nts
To the Editor:
l am writing in regards to Todd

Earwood's, Students Government
Association president, speech given
at the senior breakfast last Tuesday.
Many of the comments made by Earwood were disrespectful and out of
taste. I am a graduating recreation
student and have worked very hard
for my degree, just as Earwood has. J
am not angered by the comments
made, but the recreation students
and I are disturbed by them. I feel as
president of SGA, Earwood should
have never publicly disrespected his
equals. Keep in mind . that we students elected him into office, and he
is supposed to represent all students,
r ecreation students included. The
only plausible way to apologize for
the comments made, is publicly, the
same way we were humiliated.
As far as Earwood's major being
more difficu1t than ours, I would like
to reflect back on his speech made
Tuesday. Earwood made a comment
about ignorant editorials being written in the paper. Considering that
Earwood has never taken a recreation class in his five years at Murray
State, his comment was ignorant, as
defined by Webster's Dictionary. Earwood made it sound as if he were
more intelligent because he is a business major and I am a recreation
major.
I didn't work as hard as I have for
four years to earn my degree, to be
publicly humiliated in front of Rtudents, faculty, staff and alumni. Ear·
wood's comment Tuesday was not
very well thought out.
Earwood is a strong leader and a
good president. Our department
needs the support of our campus
leader, and we didn't feel that support.
If our campus president has no
respect for · us, and publicly
announces that, then no one else will
either. We are professionals in our
field and should be treated as such.

MSU, best in years
To the Editor:
I love Murray State and never in
the 40 years since I graduated have I
been more proud than I am now to be
a Murray State alumnus.
Our University has been energized
under President Kern Alexander's
leadership. Enrollment is at an alltime high and our academic reputation is nationally recognized.
Funding has been secured for the
$10 million Carr Healtb center and
$6.5 million for a Hopkinsville MSU
campus. This campus and the Crisp
Center in Paducah greatly enhances
our regional outreach. No other president has ever been as effective in
regional public relations.
Alumni Weekend was the most successful ever. There were more alumni
in attendance and more enthusiasm
than I remember in the recent past.
So you can imagine how stunned
those attending were at the attack on
our president, If disgruntled faculty
are truly intereseted in what is best
for our University, I suggest they try
teamwork.
I know Alexander will work with
you. He has our University's best
interests at heart and Murray State
will pro~pcr with his leadership.
As president of the MSU Alumni
Association, I look forward to working
with Alexander to make Murray
State a better place to live, work and
educate our children.
Bobby H. Freeman
President of Alumni Association

Cafeteria attitudes could
be warmed

To the Editor:
I'm writing this letter in regards to
a letter printed in the edition of Feb.
6, by the director of Food Services,
William Benriter.
Benriter directed his opinion letter
toward me because of my opinion
Shanna Riley
about the food served in Winslow and
Paducah
Fast Track. My opinion was the food
services on this campus were not
SGA P reside n t a mends
catering to student.q who are vegetarto r ecreation students
ians or students who watch their
To the Editor:
weight.
I am writing to comment on the
After my opinion was printed,
speech I made at the senior breakfast many people thanked me for writing
this past Tuesday. The purpose of the it. They also agreed the food could be
s~ech given by the SGA president is
improved, especially for vegetarians
to "roast" or to hght-heartedly make and s tudents watching their food
humor ous comments.
intake.
My speech was intended to be
I have looked in Fast Track and
humorous and not harmful in any there arc no muffins in there under
way toward anyone. I want to apolo- seven grams of fat. Just recently,
gize to any students or faculty in the there have been baked chips, which
Outdoor Recreation Department who are only three grams of fat, and are
felt like they were offended.
reasonable.
Many times we need to be less seri·
I do have to say the re-opening of
ous and more light-hearted. We need the deli line has improved Winslow.
to laugh at ourselves and have fun Although the food is improving, the
with things. Thi~ was the intention of attitude from ' the cafeteria workers
my speech and nothing more.
could be warmed.

Todd Earwood
SGA President

Olivia Monzon
Murray
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Reprimands pass, experience stays
After listening to Todd Earwood's
list of things MSU has taught him at
the senior breakfast, Tuesday, I have
been compelled to write one last commentary before I graduate.
In his speech, Earwood made a comment to the effect editorials published
in The Murray State News are based
on no merit or facts.
Perhaps he should purchase a dictionary before attending graduate
school where he could learn an editorial expresses the views of those in control of the publication, or an opinion
which resembles such an article. An
editorial is not a news story about
what is or is not, but rather an expression of opinion or views on the facts.
In general, I am not one to take
things personally, but while committing four years to The Murray State
News, I have endured several com-

winning several awards at the state
level, I refuse to believe that. In fact,
The Murray State News won 40
OpinioJZ
awards this year at the Kentucky
Intercollegiate Press Assocation Convention and was also named a PaceA MY
Maker fmalist.
PONDER
During the last four years, I have
made the mistake of being in the
newsroom on Friday morning when
-------....,......------ the paper comes out just a few times.
ments about the newspaper from Each time I pleasantly answer the
friends, faculty and complete telephone knowing the lashing I am
preparing to take.
strangers.
If I were to tally the notes of appreI have heard complaints from Eng·
ciation for stories that were well-writ- lish professors about dangling particiten or an issue that was nicely covered ples who don't dare offer their assisduring the last four years, I would say tance to the newspaper. I have been
I have about three or four such notes. antagonized by students who don't
Is this because I have only written want their names run in Police Beat.
three or four good stories during the And, I have listened to some of the
last three years? I am sorry, but after most absurd demands for retraction

In My

Murray State
blinded by
d·ollar signs
If you haven't heard by now,
Murray State declining balance will no longer be accept·
ed at off-campus business
establishments. The reasons
given for this have been
everything from a decline in
usage, to businesses no longer
wanting to offer the service.
The reason this bugs me the
most is the fact it is supposedly taking away from on-campus businesses. The last time
I checked, a university was
aimed at educating, not making a buck.
But times are changing.
And not for the better. T.h is
concerns me a great deal. I
am one of many students who
will be affected by the
removal of off-campps declining balance.
I had a designated source of
income to buy ges, groceries
or even a pizza if I wanted.
But now that is being taken
away because it's hurting the
"businesses" of Murray State.
Between this and wanting to
contract one soda company,
they should rename it Murray
State, Inc. I wouldn't be surprised if on new applications
it asks, '"Would you like fries
with that?"
The point I want to make is
this. Since I've been at Murray State, I've noticed a drastic decrease in the services
that make students' lives easier. The University has done
everything from taking away

one might ever imagine. Only once
have I answered the telephone to a
call of appreciation.
Luckily for me, I have not worked
here at The Murray State News for
money, nor praise of Gordon Loberger,
associate professor of English.
Rather, I have endured the tirade
for experience and friendship. I have
many newsroom memories which
have come from working with a staff
of writers and editors who are each
committed enough to spend often 30
plus hours a week working to bring
the campus the news. We put our
work out on campus each week for
everyone to see and judge.
I will be the ftrst one to admit our
staff is far from perfect and we certainly make mistakes. Remember, we
are student journalists, not Pulitzer
Prize winners, but some day we will

Amy Ponder is a copy editor for The
Murray State News.

Golf leads
to success
in future
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be that, too. Often readers tbrget that
we are journalists, not public relations specialists for the students and
University. Our job is to bring you
the news, good and bad, and to let
our readers express their views
through our editorial section. Which,
consequently, we ftnd very meritous.
Thanks for your little comment .
Tuesday morning, Earwood. I am
glad you decided to add The Murray
State News to your well-r eceived
checklist of jokes. It gave me an
opportunity to remind students, faculty, staff and alumni to remember
the value of praise and to take a step
back before they make public jokes
based on no merit or facts.
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on. Many of the national philanthropies we
donate to include the American Heart Association, the Ronald McDonald House, the
Humane Society, the American Red Cross and
the Arthritis Foundation.
Many of the Greeks on our campus also
share their time volunteering for children in
Calloway County. In the past year, an Easter
Egg Hunt, a Halloween Carnival and a baby
sitting service has been provided by tlie Greek
system. The Gr eek system has also helped
with the idea of bringing Big Bro and Big Sis
Brigade for Murray.
In general, it's not a matter of what Greeks
don't do, it is a matter of what Greeks do.
Gr eeks do have fun, Greeks do make good
grades, Gr eeks do lead our campus and
Greeks do help their communities.
Those students and community members
who criticize the Greek system should take a
step back and see what they do for their community and nation and let the Greeks continue to be an asset to their educational and communal societies.

What is it about sunshine and green grass
that makes people want to play golf? How in
the world can someone get so excited about
swinging a club and .squinting until you go
blind to see if that white speck got on the green
or if you have to start screaming FORE at the
top of your lungs? I still don't have the answer
to these questions, but I have learned a thing
or two about golf and life in general. This summer I made a deal with myself to take up the
game of golf, again.
I was raised with golf in my genes from my
grandparents down to my immediate family. I
saw no interest in it at all. It was boring, frus.
trating and above that, it takes four hours to
play the stupid game, and that's only if you are
not behind a slow group.
My family is the typical golfer family; live on
a golf course, own the cart and are locals at the
club, yet 1 am the outcast. While my family
would practice their chips and putts every
night after dinner, I would escape to go hang
with my friends. I hated golf. Sure, maybe once
in a blue moon I would drive the cart if I got
paid, but rarely if ever. What was so intriguing'
about this painful game?
Somehow I mentioned to my parents I might
want to try golf. I was suddenly a brand new
daughter to them. Next thing I knew, I was
receiving Big Bertha and Top Flight golfballs
as presents and even a pair of detachable.
spikes for Christmas. I let this slide until I
actually set foot on the tee box with my parents. My dad starts taking my stance apart,
piece by piece, while my mom tries to show me
how to swing the club proper. And people call
this game relaxing? After about two hours and
2,000 shag balls, I wasn't allowed to hit the
good balls, I broke down. I vowed to myself
never to pick up a club again.
Look what college has done to me now, Mom
and· Dad. I guess that sand wedge wiU come in
handy because I am actually prospering the
thought of playing the game of golf again. Why,
you ask me? To prove to myself I can succeed
in golf and in the world.
I learned there is only one strategy to golf:
mind over matter. Even if you practiced every
single day of your life, there would be no guarantee you could shoot a 64 every time. The
game takes patience and understanding to conquer. This is life, just hidden in the shape of a
small, rigid ball. We fly through life never
knowing where we are going to land, in the
rough or on a level piece of green. It has its ups
and downs along with its holes-in-one, but we
always have the potential to improve our
game. The choice is up to us, either a wood or
an iron, but the final shot matters, in the game
and in life.
I am going to play golf this summer. Notjust
to figure out the game itself, but to choose
where my life is going to land, three feet from
the flag or in the wrong fairway off the beaten
cart path.

Maria Locklear is a junior, education major
from Cincinnati.

Heather Martin is a staffwriter for The Murray
State News.

an extra day off for new students and old students to
adjust in to the college swing,
to raising the price of parking
tags and oth er services. It
seems to me that among all of
these changes, the needs of
the students have gotten lost
in the shuftle. Where will it
end?
University officials need to
wise up and take the complaints of their students seriously. They need to listen to
every single complaint and do
their best to help th at student.
If the University is thinking
of changing or taking away a
service that is helping students, ask the students. It's
that simple. I know that economic concerns play a big factor in making decisions for
any university, but that
should not be the only thing.
Remember, this is a university, not a corporation!

Donald Lawson is Assistant
News Editor for The Murray
State News.

Society's view o' Greeks inaccurate
Picture it. It's a semi-sunny day on Murray
State's campus. You look around and see a
bunch of girls running around in Charlie's
Angels T-shirts, trying to dodge hordes of
guys with water guns. What do you do?
Some students realize this water war is for
a good cause; others look down upon this
cliildish display and roll their eyes at the
Greek system. From water wars to sliding in
the mud, Greeks on our campus raise thousands of dollars for philanthropic causes. So
why are we still shunned by the community
and other students on campus?
Society's stereotypes of fraternities and
sororities are out dated and unfounded.
Movies like "Animal House" and "Revenge of
the Nerds," not to mention those made-for-TV
movies like "Dying to Belong," portray Greeks
as drunken, sex-crazed, brain-washed cults
that serve no purpose other than supporting
Mac's, The Big Apple Cafe, Taylor's and then
buying a shirt to brag about it. Let me tell
you, nothing could be further from the truth.
Rather, the Greek system is a socihl organization designed to strengthen the spiritual,
social and mental health of its members. Fraternal orders focus on developing a wellrounded student with outstanding leadership

In My
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skills through study hours, chapter church
and various other organizations. How can
organizations whose members hold 90 per cent
of this campus's leadership positions be so
bad?
I fail to see how groups that concentrate on
the completeness of a member could be bad for
our University and its community. Granted, I
am biased, since I belong to a sorority, but I
am not wrong when I say that many independent students agree, Greeks do more good
than bad.
Water wars, canned food drives, Rock-AThons, Relays for Life, Teeters-for-Tots, car
washes, the list of ways we raise money for
· local and national p}1ilBnthropies goes on and
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Murray State chosen for TVA investment program
Murray State will have to manage its $100,000 portfolio within guidelines set by TVA.
"The TVA Investment Challenge offers unique opportunities for training our next generation of financial leaders, and
we are pleased to provide students with this valuable learnBY MARISSA NUNN
ing experiel)ce," TVA director
CONTRIBUTING WillER
Johnny Hayes said.
The program was Hayes'
TVA is allowing 18 public
idea.
universities in the Tennessee
TVA's $602 million Nuclear
Valley area to manage a Decommissioning Trust Fund
$100,000 stock portfolio each, was established by the TVA
so students can learn about Board in 1996 to meet financial
real world financial investment obligations for retiring TVA's
management. Murray State six nuclear units. National
has been named as one of the investment firms will manage
participating schools in The $385 million in the fund, three
regional banks will manage
TVA Investment Challenge.
The program is funded with a $155 million, regional investportion of money TVA set aside ment managers will manage
to retire its nuclear plants. $60 million and about $2 mil-

•Investment:
Murray
State has been chosen by
TVA to participate in an
investment management
program.

ad•van•tage (ad-vfuf tij) n.. 1. A factor favorable or conducive to success. 2. Benefit
or profit; gain. 3. A relatively favorable position; superiority of means. 4. A Master's Degree from Murray State University!

Why start at the bottom?

Start your career with an
advantage. A Master's
Degree f rom Murray
State can give you confidence and may help
you start out in a better
position.

lion goes to .t he university
investment challenge.
As part of the program, 17
students from MSU attended a
conference hosted by TVA in
Nashville where they heard
from TVA financial managers,
professional money managers
and other financial experts on
topics such as career opportunities, financial markets and
investment strategies.
"The TVA Investment Challenge literally brings the real
time financial world into the
university classroom," William
Kennoy, TVA director, said.
"'This partnership with the
region's university community
is another example of the creative ways that business can
support education.
"'ur goal is to improve the
quality of life in this area," he

said. ~e are looking for a closer association with the universities, and we look forward to
working with Murray State."
Larry Guin, associate professor of economics and finance,
oversees Murray State's part of
the program.
The Finance and Economics
Club is responsible for the initial research for the program.
Members will use computer
screening software to create a
list of comparues that arc
investment possibilities.
"TVA wants the students to
actively invest m common
stocks, which means they want
student investments to earn a
higher rate of return than the
market," Guin said.
A senior seminar finance
class taught by Louis Cheng,
associate professor of econom-

OIN

ics and finance, will require its
students to be responsible for
recommending a group of
stocks to go into the portfolio.
Guin's graduate investment
management class will have
each student investigate an
industry with recommendations for specific companies
being made to the class. A class
consensus will detennine the
final decision as to which companies make the cut.
"I understand more clearly
th~ process by which professional fund managers select
stocks for a given portfolio,"
John Gunter, graduate economics and finance student,
said of his experience in the
program. "Deciding when to
sell a stock is as much or more
important than deciding if or
when to buy."

The idea, Guin said, is to end
up with about 20 stocks for the
portfolio. Ai3 part of the guid·
lines, students must show completed stock portfolios. The
guidelines for managing the
funds are designed with
enough flexibility to give students practical experience in
managing a TVA portfolio. The
guidelines also ensure students
foJlow sound investment practices, such as diversification of
investments.
"This is not a monopoly
game," Kennoy said. "Students
are working with real money."
"The investment challenge is
a great opportunity because it
is an open-ended deal," Guin
said. "TVA sees it lasting until
they cJose their nuclear units,
probably about 30 years."
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Democratic Senate hopefuls prepare for race
•Politics: The three main
candidates for the Democratic nomination for U.S.
Senate debated at Murray
State Monday.
BY C.D. BRADLEY .
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Senate race sets up interesting
1%look into state of Democratic party

is admirably copied after
mine," Henry told Owen.
Henry then challenged
As the Democratic Party Owen to release his full tax
primary draws near, the par- returns. Ow~n,· one of the
ty's three major candidates state's most wealthy citizens,
for the U.S . Senate debated at has released only what he is
Murray State Monday night. required to by federal election
The candidates, Rep. Scotty law.
Baesler, Lt. Gov. Steve Henry
"I have no intention of
and Louisville businessman releasing my
full
tax
Charlie Owen, participated in returns," Owen said.
Henry touted the achievewhat will probably be the
only debate before the May 26 ments of Gov. Patton's
primary. The debate, spon- administration throughout
sored by the Purchase Area the debate. He was chalChambers of Commerce, lenged by panelist Bill Bartleallowed the candidates to man of The Paducah Sun to
answer questions . from a respond to reported companel of reporters and also ments by Patton that Henry
would not be his lieutenant
from each other.
The three main issues dis- governor when he ran for recussed were tobacco, health election regardless of whether
care and crime. Baesler, the Henry ran for the Senate.
early front-runner, is the only Henry denied the comments
tobacco farmer in Congress; were ever made, and when
Henry is a medical doctor; Bartleman said he taped the
and Owen served as chair of conversation, Heney chalthe Kentucky Crime Commis- lenged him to come forth with
sion under former governor the tape.
Wendell Ford, whose Senate
Baesler did not escape
seat these candidates are unscathed. Owen challenged
now running for.
him on a no vote on a balOn health care , Baesler anced budget as Baesler was
attacked Henry for a lack of campaigning to balance the
leadership in state reform. budget. Baesler responded by
Owen, who like Henry advo- saying he had voted for severcates a patient's bill of rights, al balanced budget bills.
·
asked why Henry's did not
"I have voted for a balanced
include a clause which would budget seven times," he said.
require doctors to tell "I've been constant in my suppatients how they might ben- port of a balanced budget."
efit financially by using a cerHe also admitted his vote
tain
treatment.
Henry for NAFTA was wrong when
answered by saying he was challenged by Henry. Baesler
opposed to any such unethical said he did not believe the
behavior, and by implying law had fully followed.
Owen was trying to steal his
"The regulations have not
issue.
been enforced," he said. "My
"Your patient's bill of rights vote was a mistake."
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The three major candidates for the U.S.
Senate in the Democratic Party primary
cast an interesting light on the state of
what has historically been one of the most
dominant state parties in the nation.
U.S. Rep. Scotty Baesler is an old school
Kentucky Democrat. The former mayor of
Lexington is a tobacco farmer. He repre·
sents two constituencies which have
always done well by the state party: farmers and others involved in the agriculture
industry, and most of the eastern part of
the state. He also played on the University of Kentucky's basketball team, which in
this state guarantees more than a handful
of votes.
Lt. Gov. Steve Henry is a party man to
the core. He has gotten the endorsements
of most of the party's core supporters:
teachers, doctors, police and labor. He is
also a doctor, which can help in debates on
health care, which is becoming a major
issue in this campaign.
Louisville businessman Charlie Owen
brings something to the race that is
becoming a trend nationwide: the political
outsider. He has previous governmental
experience, but his primary interests have
been private as opposed to public. As one
of the wealthiest men in the state, he is
financing his own campaign. This allowed
him to begin running TV commercials well
before his competitors.
But as each of the candidates come with
advantages, they also bring negatives to
the table.
Baesler is the early front-runner, but his
lead is gradually shrinking. It was rather
large to begin with, however, so it remains
to be seen whether it will shrink totally or
not before the primary. He is definitely
not the most telegenic of the candidates;
he comes off like a hick on speed. While he
speaks the language of the eastern Ken·
tucky farmer, his speech and mannerisms
could hurt him in the state's large cities.
He also faces the career politician rap; he
has served three consecutive terms in the
House. An anti-Washington feeling among

t;;;;;;:;:::;;;;;;;;;~:::----:-----

interesting than this one.
As it stands, Henry will take more votes
Notehonk
from Owen than Baesler. Baesler will
sweep everything east of Louisville with
the exception of northern Kentucky. Owen
C. D.
will do well there, and get some support in
BRADLEY
Louisville among wealthier democrats
who populate the area. The western part
of the state will be closely contested, with
no one gaining an advantage here. Henry
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - figures to do well in Louisville, where he
the electorate could hurt him, but he does got most of his support for lieutenant govhave by far the most, not to mention the ernor.
only, experience in federal legislation.
I see Baesler holding his lead and winHenry probably has too many negatives ning by somewhere in the neighborhood of
to win the primary. Despite all his five to 10 percent. If Henry was not in the
endorsements, there is not that much race, Owen might be able to squeak out a
grassroots support for him. He is the west- victory with the use of a media blitz, but in
em Kentucky candidate, and figures to this three-way race it probably will not be
have most of his support come from this enough.
The final tally will probably be in the
portion of the state. He comes off as a oneissue candidate on health care, and there neighborhood of 42 percent of the votes for
are legitimate criticisms that can be made Baesler, 34 percent for Owen and 24 peron his record. He is, however, by far the cent for Henry. Do not bet those numbers,
most knowledgeable in the health care because these things are hard tO predict a
area. But he appeared in the debate to be month in advance. It is probably, however,
the least sharp of the candidates, and does impossible for Henry to do better than
not project well. He is also haunted by third. Owen could perhaps sneak in and
Patton's comment about not retaining him steal the race, but only if Henry does beton the ticket in 1999. This may be Henry's ter among Baesler's core constituency
last shot, but desperation does not suit than expected. Owen, however, probably
has the best chance to beat &p. Jim Bunhim, or any candidate, well.
Owen's key disadvantage is a a complete ning, the probable republican nominee in
lack of experience as a legislator, which the fall. Owen's fiscal conservatism could
hurts when running for a seat in the high- help him cut into Bunning's support in a
est legislative body in the nation. He also way Henry and Baesler could not do.
runs the risk of being seen as out of touch·
Owen probably will not be able to overwith the people as the rich candidate in a come Baesler's advantage in name recognot-so-wealthy state. As a speaker, nition and experience. Baesler, as the
though, he comes across as the most probable nominee, presents and interestthoughtful and sensible candidate.
ing match-up against Bunning. They both
Owen seems to be a complete counter- have hardcore geographic constituencies;
point to Baesler: city vs. country, busi- Bunning's in northern Kentucky and
nessman vs. farmer, soft-spoken vs. Baesler's in the eastern part of the state.
aggressive, new Democrat vs. old Democ- So western Kentucky will pro}?ably decide
rat, rich vs. middle class (perception here, the general election. Be prepared for an
not reality.) To live only an hour apart, onslaught by both candidates in the fall in
they seem to come from two different what will probably be one of the most
worlds. A two-way race between them hotly contested Senate elections the state
would have th«! potential to be much more has seen in a long time.
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BeHer Ingredients. Better Pizza

Finals Week Specials

Dixieland Center
Sunday - Thursday 11 - 1 a.m.
Friday - Saturday 11 - 2 a.m.
hone 753-6666
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On Ccnnj;us
Volunteers needed
The Campus Connection Volunteer Center
needs volunteers.
• The United Way needs
volunteers to help advertise for the American
Heart Association Golf
Tournament.
• The Murray/Calloway
County Senior Citizens
Center needs assistance
delivering meals to the
elderly.
•Southwest Elementary
School needs volunteers
from 8 to 9:45 a.m. to help
students with reading and
from 12 to 12:40 p.m. for ·
math help on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday.
•The American Red
'' Cross needs help in its
office.
•The Murray/Calloway
County Animal Shelter
,, needs volunteers any day
of the week from 8 to
'11 :30 a.m.
• Assistan~e is needed to
•' help with a start-up program for the new Regional
Special Events Center.
Contact Jennifer Crisp at
.. 762-61 17 or 762-3808.

Beta Alpha Psi elects
officers for next fall
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Murray State's Epsilon
Nu chapter of Beta Alpha
Psi national accounting
society recently elected its
1998-99 officers
• President- Sarah Wynn
of Eddyville
•Vice President/Treasurer- Mandy Cramer Benefiel of Benton
•Reporting SecretaryMelissa Kuta of Benton
•Recording SecretaryDarrin Whaley of Jackson,
Mo.
•Controller- Jo Lynn
McDaniel of Big Sandy,
Tenn.
The chapter has received
a superior rating by the
National Council of Beta
Alpha Psi for the past I 0
years. This is the highest
possible rating. Two $500
scholarships were awarded
to members on behalf of
the KPMG Peat Harwick
Foundation.

Awards presented at
Commencement
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Murray State announced
three honorary doctorates
will be presented at University commencement
exercises on May 9, 1998.
Robert G. Burton and Dan
C. Hutson Sr. will receive
an honorary doctor of
business, while Arthur Jon
Bauernfeind will receive an
honorary
doctor
of
humane letters.

Internet and e-mail
class to be held
The final series of onenight classes for the spring
semester titled "Internet
and E-mail" will be held
May 6 and I 3 in the Lowry
Center, ACTS, 2nd floor.
There is a registration
fee of $50 and enrollment
is limited to I0.
Compiled by Beth Bradley,

Stoff Writer

Students find unique ways to spend summer
B Y BRANDl W ILLIAMS
COllfGE Llff EDITOR

One of the most commonly
asked questions among college
students this time of year is,
what are you going to do this
summer? Some people have
aspirations of lying on beaches
and relaxing, while others are
preparing for the future or filling their wallets.
Several students are getting'
summer internships. Brad
Knight, junior business administration major from Ledbetter,
will be going to Nashville for an
internship at Northern Tele·
com.
"What I will be doing is teCh·
nical support for peoP,le who
are
telecommuting
and
answering software problems,"
Knight said.
Knight believes this internship will help him in many
areas of his future career.
"With the people who are
telecommuting, I am the contact and have to tell the manager what the problems are,"
Knight said. "This helps me
because business administra-

tion is geared toward management."
Moving from such a small
town as Murray to a larger city
like Nashville can be a huge
adjustment, but Knight says he
is not worried.
"I have lived in Augusta,
Georgia, which is a big city
compared to what we have
here," Knight said. "I don't
think I'll have problems adapt. g. Nashville seems to have a
hometown hospitality. The people there are still really nice."
Ch.riJi Bacon, soP,homore electnmic journalism major from
West Frankfort, Ill., is also
receivi~ an internship. This
~ummer he will be at WAVE
T.V. in Louisville, an NBC affiliate.
He •pplied for the internship
after he saw a flier displayed in
Wilson Hall. His job will be
basic reporting, writing and
camera operating.
"I think I might get in a little
reporting time, but I won't be
able to anchor," Bacon said.
Bacon said he is excited
about having an opportunity to
be able to concentrate on his

career without having to worry
about classes or exams.
"It is going to be my first
experience with my life in the
real world," Bacon said. "It
gives you a taste of what it is
going to be like, and it's in a
bigger city," Bacon said.
Some students are not doing ,
internships .at all for their summer. Doug Phelps, junior business administration major
from Jackson, Mo., will travel
to New York's Catskill Mountains to be a counselor at a fitness camp.
He said he had worked at
camps before and had enjoyed
it, so when he saw the advertisement in the paper, he decided to apply.
"It will give me a chance to
see other parts of the country,
improve my leadership ability
and ability to work with kids,"
Phelps said.
The camp he will be at will
}lave children from ages eight
to 16. He hopes he will be working primarily with the 11· to
14-year-olds.
Although New York is far
away from home, he does not

worry much about becoming
homesick.
"I'm away from pome so
much, so if I get homesick, it is
no pig deal," Phelps said.
Leslie Shaw, freshinan !English major from LouioiUe, will
also travel across the country
this summer. She will be going
on a mission triP to Vale, ~
to work at the Trinity Chapel
Church.
She became involved through
Innovators, a program through
the Baptist Student Union that
connects people throughout the
country with mission sites.
"I had prayed all year long
about what I was going to do
this summer, and I was
approached and asked whether
I wanted to go," Shaw said.
"Suddenly doors began to
open."
She will help with a day
camp while she is there and
wilJ lead the songs in the week·
end worship.
"I think this trip will help
develop me as a person," Shaw
said. "I will be in unfamiliar
territory, and I think it will
help me with my faith."

Matt Richardson, junior biology major from Brandenburg,.
will spend a rather unique
summer in Kansas.
He will go w;ith the Murray
State paleontology department
on a National Geographic funded t"Mearch expedition.
He will spend July, the driest
month in Kansas, collecting
fossil records of the community
in Kansas to be cataloged and
anal~ed the next semester.
"Na\iona] Geographic would
look good on any resume,"
Richardson said. "I will be able
to develop my organizational
skills. I'll be able to associate
with professionals and put science to practical use."
However, he does realize that
this trip will not be easy.
"It will be a challenge," he
said. "It will be a lot of work, 90
degree heat and piling through
dirt, but because I am a science
person, I think I will enjoy it."
Adventure and cxhitement
are available if looked for thoroughly. These people found
exciting. things to do this summer, so what are you going to
do?

**
Colleges help students cope with the stress of finals
Shane Sykes, residential adviser from
Richmond College, is organizing a onehour study break with pizza and drinks
available for the residents of Richmond
College.
"I know how stressful it can be during
finals week and this would be a good
way to get everyone together," Sykes
said. "I think it should go over really

Bv B RANDl W ILLIAMS
COlLEGE LIFE EDITOR

Several of the residential colleges
understand the pressures of finals and
have decided to help the students cope.
Many of the residential colleges have
organized programs to deal with the
stress of finals.

Easy stress releasers
1. Start a pillow fight with your roommate. Trust me, you hit them once
and it's all out war.
2. Pick the right music. Some peQple
require soft music to be able to con·
centhlte while others need loud, fast
rhythms to stay awake.
3. When walking to class, create your
own theme song, perhaps, "I Will Survive" or "''m Gonna Knock You Out."
4. Keep tbin'gs with pun~ent odors
cloee at hand; there is nothing like
some finger nail polish remover or
smelly gym socks to awaken the sens..
es.
5. Lots and lots of caffeine. Consider
buying stock in Coke or Pepsi.
6. MUNCHIE RUN-Nothing frees the
mind or body more than runing to get
the three C's: chocolate, candy and

..

.

cheezy poofs.
7. Complain. Complain about your
exams like you have never complained before. Preferably to
strangers, because your friends will
soon grow tired.
8. Create a game revolving around
your most hated professor. Cheap
shots, dart boards and jokes abOut
his/her mother are all fair game. Just
no actual body contact.
9. Do something atupid... not illegal.
Sing silly songs, watch stupid car·
toons, create a crazy dance. Don't set
things on fire; that's a felony.
10. Exercise. Go rent an exercise
video like Mouserciae or Sweating to
the Oldies with Richard Simmons.
Even if you do not work out, YQU'll
have fun watching the baf()(Jlleey.
• "*\

-

"

well if a lot of people hear about it."
Jenny Hengehold, RA from Franklin
College, is also planning a study break
for her residents which will include
games, music, movies and food. Her
program will be over the course of several hours to allow people to wander in
at their own convenience.
"There will be games to play to get
their minds off their finals," Hengehold
said. "This will alsO give the students a
way to release stress without taking it
out on th~mselves or each other."
Paul Pitney, from Hc~tter college, has
organized a possible week of study
break food and activities.
"We will have to see how it goes and
maybe it will continue throughout the
week as a break station," Pit!'ey said.
Pitney's program will feature food,
games and the creation of stress balls,
balloons fllled with flour.
"This will be something that the residents can use and take home with
them," Pitney said.
Practically every college will be offering these types of programs and they
will be advertised throughout the residential colleges.

Final Tipil
1. Fashion for finalS: big shorts, big
sweatshirt, floppy shoes and a hat.
But always remember: Hygiene.
2. When taking a shower, be sure to
remove all clothing, and when leaving
for class, make sure it's back on.
Instructors frown on students who
show up for exams without pants.
3. Tum off the TV. Kramer's first
name will never be a bonus questipn.
4. Notes for class are a necessity. If
you are missing large chunks of information, make it your ,mission in life to
befriend the student with perfect
attendance.
5. Spend as much time at the computer lab as possible, in fact just pack a
sleeping bag.
6. Make sure you know when and
where your exams are. Sometimes
teachers Will change them.
7. When all else fails, check C or pick
'l'rue.
8. To bring blue books or not to tning
blue books, that is the question.
9. Never second guess your gut
instinct. Sometimes your gut knows
more than your brain.
10. Always remember, you can always
retake a class and D = diploma.

CollegeL?fe
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Dave Matthews Band disappoints fans
Dave Matthews Band
Before These Crowded Streets

Mustcl?evieu.'
C.D. Bradley

The Dave Matthews Band was always
the most musically talented and complex
of the "neo-hippie" bands that hit the big
time in 1995. Along with Blues Traveler,
Phish and, even to some degree, Hootie,
Matthews was part of a musical movement
which came at the right time. Alternative
had become little more than guys wearing
flannel whining, and gangsta rap's almost
cartoonish sex and violence was wearing
thin in the mainstream.

tanked with their next album, if you can
call selling four million albums tanking,
and fell off the face of the earth. Blues
Traveler's follow up, "Straight on 'Til
Morning," although perhaps their best
album overall, failed to go platinum. Phish
never really hit the mainstream.
But our boy, Dave Matthews, after a
~low start for his second album, had the
video for "Crash" playing on MTV about
every fifteen minutes for seemingly six
months. So now his third album hits the
market and it's expected to be one of the
bigger COs of the season.
However, it is the most uneven of the
band's albums to date. Dave has apparently listened too closely to all those critics
saying they are a great live band. For the
first time on a Dave Matthews Band studio
album, there seems to be soloing for the
sake of soloing. AB I said to start with, the
band is very musically able, and there is
nothing here to dispute that. Even the
songs which were long before had reason
to be long; there was something going on
there.
For example, "Stay (Wasting Time)," the

So along came these bands with happy
sounds on a little summer tour called
HORDE. AB further proof timing is everything, just as the musical landscape was a
real bummer, over the horizon came these
happy bands who sounded like they were,
aside from a little sex, drugs and rock n'
roll, nice young men. Those nice young
men went on to sell a truckload of albums,
and for awhile it was difficult to walk into
any dorm room which did not have
Matthews' "Under the Table and Dreaming," Blues Traveler's "Four," or Hootie's
"Cracked Rear View," although no one
claims the last one. But someone was out
there buying 13 million copies.
Fast forward to 1998. Last year, Hootie

WeekAbecui
Friday, May 1

best song here, would be well served by
cutting a minute off the end. All in all,
there are not many songs on this album
which could not stand to be a little, or a lot,
shorter.
It also sounds Like Dave has been listening to a little too much "Physical Graffiti"·
era Led Zepplin. "The Last Stop" sounds a
little too much like "Kashmir," and the
whole album is on the whole a darker,
denser, heavier act than albums past.
All in all, it's not bad, but it could be a lot
better. I'm thinking perhaps Dave should
invest in some Prozac. He sounds a little
too down.
Before These Crowded Streets: C+

Top eCDso ew
1. Dave Matthews Band· Before these

CrowdedStmts
2. He Cot Came- Soundtrack
3. City of Angels· Soundtrack
4. GOodie Mob- Still Standing
S. Widespread Panic· Light Fuse Get
AWily
Top Country CD
1. George Strait- One Step at a Time

lnfol'lnatlon provided by Terrapin Sta·

tion

•Classes end- Last day of classes for the spring 1998 semester.
Also last day to remove grade of
"I" received during fall 1997. For
more information call 762-4892.
•Awards banquet- Awards banquet recognizing outstanding
members of Elizabeth Residential College.
Curris Center
Dance Lounge, 6 to 9 p.m., $5.
For more information call 7625487.

Saturday, May 2

puters." Meets Monday, May 4,
and Monday, May 11 , from 6·8
p.m., Room 211, Collins Center
for Industry and Technology on
campus. Course fee is $60.
Enrollment limited . Call 7623662 for more Information.
•Bible study· 9 p.m. in the Hart
College lobby. Sponsored by Chi
Alpha.

Tuesday, May 5
•Bible study~ Chi Alpha goes to
the Westview Nursing Home at
6:15p.m.

•KMTA keyboard festival- 9
a.!". in the Performing Arts Hall Wednesday, May 6
in the Doyle Fine Arts Center. •Internet and e-mail· Course
For more information call 762, meets May 6 and May 13, from
7-9 p.m., lowry Center on cam4288.
•Baseball- 'Breds vs. Middle pus. Course fee is $50. EnrollTennessee State,' doublehead- ment limited. Call 762·3662 for
er, 1 p.m. on Reagan Field. For more information.
more information call 762-4892. •Worship- 7 p.m. In the Murray
•Final exams- Exams begin for Christian Fellowship Campus
spring 1998 classes. Grades House.
due in office 48 hours after each •Bible study- 7 p.m. on the third
examination with noon, May 11, floor of the Curris Center. Spon·
•
the absolute deadline. For more sored by Chi Alpha.
•Worship- 8:10p.m. on the third
information call 762-3741 .
•ACT course- A preparation floor of the Curris Center. Sponcourse for high school students sored by Chi Alpha.
preparing for the ACT· test. It
meets on Saturdays through Thursday, May 7
May 30 from 9 a .m. until noon at •Art- Last day of OMAS Annual
Collins Center for Industry and Student Art Show in the Eagle
Technology
in Room 242. Gallery.
Course fee is $195. Call (502) •Prayer meeting- 7:15 a .m. In
· 762-3662 or 1·800-669-7654 for the Curris Center third floor
lounge area. Sponsored by Chi
more information.
Alpha.

Sunday, May 3
•Bible study- 9:45 a.m. in the
Hart College lobby. Sponsored
by Chi Alpha.
•Baseball- 'Breds vs. Middle
Tennessee State, 1 p.m., Reagan Field. For more information
call 762·4892.
•Bible study- 7 p.m. in the Murray Christian Fellowship Cam·
pus House.

Monday, May 4
"Th1s1a awful. l hate hts mother."

•Keep on computing· Continuation of "Getting started on com-

•It could be 'loiOrse. She could hate you."

Why they moved Earth Day from January 22

._

Friday, May 8
•Honors day- Students at Murray State are honored for their
achievements. 3:30p.m., in the
Curris Center Ballroom. Open to
the public.
-Going home- The semester
ends.

Saturday, May 9
•Commencement- Graduation
exercises at Murray State: 10
a .m., Racer Arena in Cutchin
Fieldhouse.

to Aprll22.
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Relay for life raises money for research
event, Radke is confident the Relay will exceed
the fund-raising goal.
Each team of eight to 13 people pays a $150
Complete with live entertainment, food, things registration fee, and then each person on the
to do and buy and even people in costumes, the team is encouraged to raise $100 each.
biggest party in Murray will take place tonight
"I think it is a really successful event," Radke
at Stewart Stadium.
said. •we have teams of everything from people
All the fun and festivities have a higher pur- who work together at the bank to bridge clubs to
pose than just providing a good time for people of friends who want to spend the night together,
all ages, however. The event, Relay for Life, is a partying all night long. This is an event all ages
nationwide annual event sponsored by the can participate in. We have high school kids that
American Cancer Society, to raise money to help are members of a church youth group. One of
their members has been battling a brain tumor
fight the battle against cancer.
This is the second year for Relay for Life in this year so they are walking in her honor."
Murray. Roseanne Radke, co-chair of the event,
Other groups will represent campus organizasaid last year 26 teams entered raising more tions.
than $50,000, well over the goal of $20,000. This
Leah Prince, team captain for the Alpha
year's goal has been set at 40 teams raising Sigma Alpha team, said her sorority has chosen
$75,000. With 75 teams entered in this year's to participate because of the importance of the
BY SARAH WIGHT

Sr AfF WIITtR

cause.
"It is something that has touched my life personally," Prince said. "My mom passed away of
cancer. It is a really important event because a
lot of us have personally had to deal with cancer."
Radke said she and the other two co-chairs,
Paul Radke and Shelley Todd, scheduled the
event to make sure college students can participate.
"We like to offer ours during the school year
when students are still here because we get a lot
of good participation from the college students,"
Radke said.
The event will kick off at 7 p.m. with a survivors lap, in which cancer survivors participating in the event will walk a lap cheered on by all
the other participants. In the second lap, friends
and family of the survivors are invited to join.

Following that, each team is expected to have at
least one person on the track until 10 a.m. on
Saturday when the event ends.
Radke said the only time during the evening·
when things calm down is during the luminary
ceremony.
"This gives a chance to remember all those
who have lost the fight against cancer," Radke
said. "Statistics say that one out of every two
men and one out of every three women will get
cancer sometime in their lives. The mortality
rate has gone down because of all of the research
but is still very scary. There are still way too
many people. All the names of those honored by
the luminars are read. It is really a beautiful
ceremony."
The luminars can be bought for $5 until
approximately 7 or 8 p.m. at the Relay.

Ponder, Vaughan named outstanding seniors
Ponder has also been the recipService Award from her sorority
for outstanding service to the ient of several other awards
campus and community.
including: Outstanding Student
Ponder said being named the in Public Relations, the William
Outstanding Senior Woman was Broughton Fellowship, the Bara humbling experience for her.
bara Cochran Breazeale Fellow"It is an honor I could never ship, the Alpha Sigma Alpha
have achieved without the guid- National Philanthropic Scholarance of family, faculty and ship and Alpha Sigma Alpha's
friends," she said. "'My achieveHelen Hodges Sophomore Award.
ments are a reflection of the posiDuring her four years at Murtive impact they have had on my
ray
State, Ponder has also served
life. My greatest goal is to touch
the lives of others and help them as the vice president of the Kenunderstand how they can utilize tucky Intercollegiate Press Assotheir skills to make all their ciation for two years, and vice
dreams come true."
president of the Student Law
Following graduation, Ponder Association. In addition she has
plans to begin law school at St. been a staff member of The MurLouis University and get married ray State News, the MSU Shield
next July. After receiving her law and an active member of the Pubdegree, she plans to work perhaps lic Relations Student Society of
as a corporate lawyer or a public America.
relations specialist in crisis comPonder and Vaughan were
munications.
selected
as valedictorians from
"I encourage other students to
various
applicants who were
believe in themselves and commit
themselves to excellence," Ponder named to Who's Who Among
said. •Remember to thank those American Colleges and Universiwho help you along the way."
ties earlier this year.

will get married and will be comas second lieutenant in
missioned
STAFF WRITER
the army. His long-term goal is to
Jeffrey Vaughan and Amy pursue a career in political manPonder were named the Out- agement.
"I am very happy to be receivstanding Senior Man and Woman
ing
this award," he said. "It is a
at Tuesday's senior breakfast.
great
honor. I encourage underThey will continue the tradition
graduates
to look to the future
of giving the valedictorian
and
remember
the friendships
speeches at Commencement on
you have made in college. Carry
May9.
your experiences into grad school
Vaughan is the son of Bobby
and the workplace."
and Pam Vaughan of Union, S.C.
Ponder, daughter of Paul and
He will graduate with a bachelor
Barbara Ponder of Perryville,
of science degree in political sci- Mo., will graduate with a bacheence and holds a 3.58 cumulative lor of arts degree in public relagrade-point average.
tions. She holds a cumulative 3.9
Throughout his four years at grade-point average.
Murray State, Vaughan has been
Having served as president of
a member of the College Republi- Alpha Sigma Alpha social sororicans, Student Government Asso- ty and Omicron Delta Kappa and
dation and Pi Sigma Alpha and Alpha Lambda Delta national
Omicron Delta Kappa national honor societies, Ponder has
honor societies. He was also a demonstrated a strong leadership
member of the rifle team during role at Murray State.
his first two years at Murray
For her achievements in leaderState and was active in ROTC ship, she was recently honored as
Greek Woman of tbe Year. She
during the last two years.
Following graduation, Vaughan has also received the Evelyn Linn
BY HEATHER MARTIN

The Brothers of
Pi Kappa Alpha
would like to
congratulate our newc.:~
• • •
1n1t1ates

'

~·

Danny Voweii / TheNews
Amy Ponder, senior from Perryville, Ho., and jeffrey
Vaupan, senior from Unio n, S.C., have beeh named
this year's outstanding seniors.

New
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Grad?

r H Pledge Class
Nathan McDaniel
Joseph Perez
Will Byrd
Tommy jones
Burton Gregory
Trey Delk
Erik crane
Michael Groves
• Gray
Kevin
will Owsley
scott Shelton
Breandon Cartner
Clinton Dennis
Kyle Wellington
Mitchell simpson
Clay vance

H ere's Help for that Next Big Step.
Cash back: Graduates
currently receive special
$500 incentives from
NMC on selected new
models. These currently
include the Sentra,
200SX, and Frontier.
Cash-back programs may
change quarterly

OurS~nattueGRADUATE

Financing Program provides
the flexible and affordable
financing that new graduates

need. You'll ENJOY doing
Special credit consideration: Nissan realizes that
many graduates don't
have a long credit history,
so NMAC gives special
consideration to
signatureGRADUATE

applicants. Even graduates with no credit history can qualify

business with us, too: we're

FRIENDLY, KNOWLEDGEABLE
andfr.rmly COMMITIED to
exceptional customer service

and satisfaction.

CHUCK MULLEN
NISSAN
1998 Ni ssan M axima SE

•

•

0

3164 Park Avenue Paducah
502-443-0946
"The Guys without the ties"
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Program undergoes changes
ing other successful programs at other
universities. In the beginning, Hemdon, along with a skeptical Frank
Julian, then vice president, started the
program with no budget and a dream.
As with many new programs, it took
a while for the program to become efficient. School relations was u'nsure of
how to wisely use the student ambassadors.
"Focus was our problem and how to
use these students," Julian said.
"This is a way of rewarding students
that have made significant contributions to the campus," Don Robertson,
vice president of student affairs, said.
Mandy Wolf, vice president of student ambassadors, feels the two hour
credit helps the program and rewards
them for all the hard work that ambassadors do from day to day.
"I feel that my time and effort is
being rewarded by the University,"
Wolf said.
Some students believe they recieve
prestige in being an ambassador and
doing something positive on campus.
The love of Murray, the University
and the ability to do something to help
Murray out are some of the reasons students say they became ambassadors,

B Y jOSHUA H AINES
(ONTIUBUTINC WRITE1t

A new class, required for student
ambassadors, has caused the loss of
more than fifteen past ambassadors
and has caused school relations to hire
more than 20 new ambassadors for the
1997-1998 academic year.
Student ambassadors were chosen
two weeks ago. The position offers
opportunity for travel to various sites
in the tri-state, recruiting students and
fostering positive public relations.
Student ambassador bylaws require
registration for mandatory class GUI
451 and 452. This is a two hour per
semester course and each ambassador
will receive a final grade. Participation
in student ambassador activities and
attendance of all meetings is also
expected of all members. Each student
ambassador must complete15 hours
worth of work per semester. If these
requirements are not fulfilled, the fmal
grade will reflect the lack of participation.
The Murray State Student Ambassador Program has been in existence
for more than 15 years. Donna Hemdon, school relations counselor, brought
the program to Murray State after see-

not credit for a two hour class.
"I love Murray, and I wanted to be
able to share the school with everybody
else," Stacey Vincent, student ambassador, said. "I heard it was a fun experience to get involved with."
"To tell you the truth, I didn't know
I'd receive a two hour class," he said.
While the two hour credit does help
with accountability, many feel it has
harmed the program or is unessential.
Kris Crichton, junior from St. Louis,
Mo., said she felt the two hour class
caused the program to become more of
a stress than a fun thing.
"You did it out of wanting to, rather
than it became a requirement," Adam
Haynes, president of student ambassadors said.
Haynes said the class is both a help
and a hindrance.
"It has done both," he said. "I feel
that it has helped out a whole lot in the
fact that the student ambassadors do a
lot of stuff in getting a two hour credit.
However, because of this two hour credit, it has become somewhat legalized as
far as, have to do this, have to do that.
Instead of letting student ambassadors
do what they do best, and that is deal
with people."

Spreading the word

0Jnny Voweii/The News
j

Tammy Longer, so p hom o re from Marion, reads .t he Bible In
front of the Curris Center. She was reading as part of a Chi
Alpha funct ion.

Student crews form to build houses for .humanity
the Collegiate Challenge: Spring
Break '98, ran from Feb. 15 through
April 11. It gave students from over
Campus Chapters and Youth Pro- 400 colleges and universities the
grams, a department of Habitat for opportunity to travel around the counHumanity, is celebrating its lOth try and build homes for needy people
anniversary with a program called during their Spring Break, spokesper"Building
Tomorrow-Starting
son Rebecca Conner said.
Today."
Preparation for the program began
The goal for this program is to build
in
October. First, 1,400 affiliates had
100 houses. The program began last
November, and so far 63 houses have to be contacted. Of these, 140 agreed
been completed. A group of 18 Murray to participate, she said. Next, 1,200
State students that traveled to Ft. student groups were called in to volWorth, Texas, over Spring Break unteer for the program.
The students work in various conwork1 on three of these houses. ....
struction
areas. Projects Murray State
Thia section of the program, called
BY TARA SHELBY

STAFF WRITER

students worked on included roofing,
putting up fence, putting on siding
and framing an entire house, participant Daniel Mattingly said.
Another project the Campus Chapters and Youth Programs department
is sponsoring is the Jimmy Carter program. This year, the program will
take place in Houston, and will be
held in June.
"The Jimmy Carter program is probably our most famous program," said
Conner. "This is when Jimmy Carter
does his most extensive volunteering,
and he uses his fame to help Habitat
for Humanity."
-

A student crew is currently being
constructed to help Carter with this
project, she said.
Although both of these programs are
domestic ones, Habitat for Humanity
is an international organization. Its
goal is to work in a partnership with
people in need to build simple, decent,
affordable houses. Habitat for
Humanity was designed to be a nonprofit, Christian organization that is
currently in operation for its 21st
year.
"The Christian community is
brought together through these programs," spokesperson Monica Kamps
said.

The organization not only builds the
houses, but also helps the people with
the financial end. The houses are paid
for partially through private donations, and also through sponsorships
from various companies and churches,
Conner said. The rest is paid for by
the new owners, and the money is put
into a revolving fund, meaning the
money will be used to fund future
houses.
Students or organizations who may
be interested in participating .in the
Jimmy Carter program should contact
Monica Kamps or Rebecca Conner at
•'
"
(912) 924-6935,J extension
200.

CHECKnOUl
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$400 CASH
BONUS
' toward purchase or lease*
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. 1998 Ford Escort ~

You ve h1t the books. Now 1ts t1me to h1t the road. Ford can help. College seniors
~nd grad students get $400 cash back" toward the purchase or Ford Credit
Red Carpet Lease of any eligible Ford or Mercury. It's academic: pocket the cash,
grab life by the wheel. For more College Graduate Purchase Program info,
call 1-800-321-1536 or visit the Web at www.ford.com
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Weather services prepare to save lives
.,

BY REKA ASHLEY
A~SISTANT (OLLECE LIFE EDITOit

The window panes rattle,
winds howl and papers are flying everywhere. No, you are not
in a haunted house, you are in
a Murray State residential college during a severe thunderstorm.
Recently, western Kentucky,
Tennessee and southern illinois have experienced numerous thunderstorms and tornado
warnings. Lynn Shelby, from
the geoscience department,
· said the severe weather is
occurring because conditions
have been ideal for this type of
weather.
"One of the things needed to
create severe weather is wind
shear (winds moving at different directions at different levels in the atmosphere), also
there needs to be a lot of moisture in the air to create instability," she said. "The air rises
from the surface and makes the
clouds taller which leads to the
hail, lightening and rain."
Shelby said if these things
are present and the wind shear
is sufficient the clouds begin to
rotate. The rotation can simply
lead to severe thunderstorms,

but 50 percent of the time it
will lead to a full blown tornado. This has been occurring
throughout the Southeast.
"Much of the weather we've
had is due to the subtropical jet
that has brought in warm air.
The jet has been all over the
Southeast," she said. "Along
with it is a low level jet that
has been forming rather consistently out in front of the cold
fronts. All of these things make
for ideal conditions for thunderstorms."
Shelby believes the severe
weather will continue until the
air masses stabilize. She estimates the severe weather may
let up sometime in June.
Due to the increase in thunderstorms and tornado warnings that have occurred recently, students may wonder how
they would know if a tornado
was heading in the direction of
Murray.
According to Public Safety
policy, a number of important
steps must occur in order to
alert students.
Once a verification has been
made on the authenticity of a
tornado warning (an official
declaration that a tornado has
been sighted or detected by

Students
shine
with
honors

BY KRISTA ZURKAMfR
CONTRJBUTINC Wlffflt

AND REKA ASHLEY
ASSISTANT (OUEC£ LIFE EOITOI

radar) that affects the area, the
departmental dispatcher will
initiate action to activate the'
outdoor warning system. The
outdoor warning system consists of two strategically located sirens. A warbling tone
means imminent danger, take
cover. A long solid tone means
all clear.
Joe Green, director of Public
Safety, said the sirens are tested every March. They are set
off as part of a state wide drill
during Weather Awareness
Week, sponsored by the governor.
The departmental dispatcher
will then notify local radio stations as to why the system was
activated and will notify members of the Campus Emergency
Squad. The squad consists of
members of public safety, representatives of facilities management and appropriate
building administrators.
Finally, the Emergency Operations Center will be established. Decisions necessary to
execute orderly evacuation,
rescue, cleanup or other operations will be made here.
Green said although Murray
State has all these systems of
operation in case of severe

weather, the University has
fortunately never had to use
them.
"We have had the edges of
tornadoes in Murray and a tornado in Calloway County,"
Green said. "But luckily we
have only had a few broken
windows."
Jeff Steen, hazard maintenance coordinator for facilities
management, said facilities
management is the department
responsible for getting services
back on campus in the event of
a tornado.
"We have a lot of equipment
and staff here to help students," he said. "We have generators, heaters, lights, fuel,
first aid kits, along with anumber of other things needed in an
emergency."
Steen said when an emergency has occurred they have a
plan to group people in the dif.
ferent trades such as plumbing
and electricity, and then to
send them to different places
on campus.
"We have the equipment and
emergency plan in the case
that services in the community
cannot get to the University
quickly, we can start procedures," he said.

"Underclassmen are encouraged to
see how the outstanding students
are honored," Mary Ann Hargrove,
executive secretary of the provost's
office, said.

Honors Day will be held to recognize the achievements of Murray
In addition, the administration
State students on Friday, May 8, at hopes parents of graduating seniors
3:30p.m. in the Curris Center Ball- who are being honored will be able to
room.
attend the ceremony since it is the
The day gives students and faculty day before graduation, Don Robertthe opportunity to be acknowledged son, vice president of student affairs,
for the hard work demonstrated said. Some of the awards being
throughout the academic year. It presented for academic accomplishalso gives students an opportunity to ments are outstanding student in
the academic departments, Who's
recognize one another's successes.

Ways to play It safe during a tornado
1. If you are outside In an ope,\, unpl'9tected area:
oMoYe at a right angle to the path ot the tornado In seeking shelter.
•Attempt to reach a subStantially constructed shelter, preferably a
building with a basement
ett there Is no time, He face dOwn In a ditch or depreseion or better
yet under a low bridge or in a culvert. Always protect your head to
the extent p081ib1e,'
2. If you are in a classt'Oom building with more than one ftoor.
•Seek shetler fn the baaement If one exists. DO not use an elevator.
etf there 11 no blllement. seek shelter: on 1he lowest floOr in an Interior
corridor that opens to the oorth or east.
elf there Ia no (X)I1'idc)r, seek shelter In a room on the lowest level
near the Interior of the building.
eff you have no option but 10 seek shelter In a oorrfdor that opens
south or west, sit, crouch or lie flat and qover your head.
-Avoid areat exposed to glua. and avoid doofwaya that OPen Into
rooma lccal8d on the southem and western sidel Of the building.
3. If~ are in a residence hal:
.aose II wlndawa and dole blindl, cunains or drapes.
*AI you leave 1M room ctoae and lock the door.
·~·· ~...._ aa If you .,.-e In a claQroQm buJic:fing.
4'. If yot.t•8i'$ a, a ~. cafeteria. *Udltonum or other room With a
llige glale.-_posure or large roof~:
.a.ek ehellar in an adJc**'D sec:t1on of the bt.llkllng that alforda pro-

tection.
.., ~ •' - none, proceed to the nearest substantially conetructed
bUilding Of:. . . .~
5. H you anJiftM automObile:
etf time ~ dlive away from the tornado, fP9Ying at a ngrt angle

to Qspath.
-No time, teave~WtQmobUe ar'ld seek shelter as you ytouid In an
~openanML

Who Among American Colleges and

Universities, collegiate awards and
the Outstanding Senior Man and
Woman.
The Max Carman award will be
presented by the Student Government Association to a faculty member who has demonstrated outstanding teaching skills and dedication to
education.
The residential colleges will also
take part in Honors Day. Those who
have demonstrated excellence in
leadership and shown dedication to
the various colleges will be present-

ed awards.
Angie Wilson, from Galacia, Ill., is
receiving the Outstanding Senior
Public Relations award along with
senior Amy Ponder from Perryville,
Mo.
She said although she was surprised she received the award, she
felt extremely privileged to be select·
ed.
"I was very honored because we
have so many great public relations
students," Wilson said. "I also came
in as a transfer student so it took me
awhile to get to know everyon~.r

I

Lookin2 for aMeanin2ful Career?
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Br<:>t"hers
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rc:Jt"u I CJ1-e
The New Theta Class
Initiates

Sam Arnett
Curtis Baker
John Daly
Matt Day
Tom Eveland
Joel Ewing
Mike Gilkey
Danny Grotefendt
David Hatcher
Brian Hayse
Brad Heacox

Tom Holcomb
Bobby Kick
Tyler Leet
Adam Lowry
Brent McKown
Casey Naber
Monish Patel
Mark Porter
Bob Scales
James Strickland

Ben Gross and the New
Membership Education
Committee for a great job!
~ason

Pumphrey for an excellent
Pinnacle Week and Initiation!
"To Better the Man"

~

Check out Spalding University's Master of Social Work (MSW)
program.

Did you know?
*

*

*

*

Social Work is one fastest growing career fields in the United
States.
As a master's level social worker, you '11 be qualified for
diverse human services positions at places such as medical
and psychiatric facilities, schools, corporations and
community agencies.
All of Spalding's MSW faculty actively practice their
profession.
Classes are small and meet on alternating weekends.

Call us t9day for more information.
Spalding University
Department of Social Work
Empowering People Through Education antj Social Justice.
851 South Fourth Street Louisville, KY 40203-2188
(502) 588 -7183 (800) 896 - 8941 Ext. 183
www.spalding.edu
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SportsBrief't
Correction
Last week, the names of
Martha
Zimmer
and
Nicole Petrie were misspelled in a picture caption. We apologize for the
mistake.

Track t o NCAA
Championships
Members of the Murray
State track teams will travel to Memphis to compete
In the NCAA Championships next weekend.

'Breds to finish
season at home
The Murray State 'Breds,
currently fourth in the
conference, will finish the
regular season with a
three game homestand.
They will play a doubleheader against Middle Tennessee State tomorrow
starting at I p.m. then they
have one more game
against the Blue Raiders on
Sunday.
After that the team will
travel to Cape Girardeau
to compete in the Ohio
Valley Conference Tournament to be held at Southeast Missouri State next
weekend.

'Breds sign new left
handed pitcher
The Murray State 'Breds
baseball team announced
the signing · of Scott
Greene a 6'2" left-handed
picther out of Trinity High
School in Louisville.
Greene this season has a
3-2 record and an E~ of
2.40 with 62 strikeouts
and 20 walks.

SpotLt~ght
MSU crew team,
Craig De lk,
Ch ris W illiams
The Murray State crew
team, Craig Delk and
Chris Williams are all in
the Racer Spotlight this
week.
The crew team finished
fourth out of 15 teams in
their final regatta of the
semester.
Both Delk and Williams
have a total of 70 hits for
the season as of April 30.
This has set a new 'Bred
record for hits in a season.
Delk is hitting .402 on
the season with six
homers and 38 RBis.
Williams is hitting .374
with three homers and 24
RBis.
This
breaks Jeremy
Quire's record of 69 hits.

H u stleJ>fa)'
Q uick Comeback
Last Monday the St.
Louis Blues scored four
power play goals in 178
seconds to defeat the LA
Kings !n the NHL playoffs
4-3.
Source ESPN
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Crew team finishes well
at last regatta of spring

MSU releases
recruit Stinnett

STAFF REPORT

arsh.ip back," Dennison said.
"We had to go out and fill the
gap left by him because when
we signed him we stopped
looking to flll our gap at point
guard. With his departure
we had to go out looking
again."
BY EDDIE GRANT
Dennison went on to say
SPORTS EDITOR
that NCAA regulations state
The first casualty of the that since Stinnett had
signed the letter-of-intent to
loss of Mark Gottfried to
Murray, and if he would have
Alabama
materialized
left without MSU releasing
Wednesday
when Travis
Stinnett,
a point guard him, he would have had to sit
recruit from Alcoa,Tenn., was out this year and lose a year
of eligibility. Since the Unireleased from his letter-ofversity did choose to release
intent to the University.
him, he goes to Tennessee
Stinnett cited it was Got- with all of his eligibility still
tfried that signed him and Untact.
•
since Gottfried was no longer
The Racers didn't waist any
here be wanted to try to time in finding a replacement
walk-on at the University of for Stinnett. Men's BasketTennessee.
Murray State ball Head Coach Tevester
Athletic Director E. W. Den- Anderson said Thursday the
nison said it was something University was actively trythe school had to do to comply ing to recruit a player to fill
with the NCAA.
the gap left by Stinnett, but
"Since he was going to leave since no one has been signed
the University, we needed to as of yet he could not comrelease him to get our schol- ment on the matter.

Just weeks after opening
their own rowing facility on
Kentucky Lake, the Murray
State crew team took part in
their last regatta of the season,
and the last one for their coaches as well.
The Governors Cup Regatta
was held in Charleston, West
Virginia. Murray competed
against schools such as North
Carolina, Ohio, West Virginia
and Charleston, finishing
fourth of 15.
Steve Marchino\guest
"A!J a coach I am pleased with
Me mbers of t he Hurray State wom en's crew team compete In
our results this year and last,"
one of their races at the Gove rnors Cup Reaatta In Charlest on
head coach Steve Marchino
W .Va. Hurray came In fourth in a field of IS teams.
said. "We went into this with
the mindset that we were going
fully implemented rowing into
have been given yet.
to do it right and with the supathletics," he said. "But the
port we've received from stuMarchino said they set out to past two years have proven
dents, faculty and s taff, I feel build a program that would
that Murray State can be sue·
we've accomplished our goal."
last, and he feels the women's cessful in the sport as well.
Both Marchino and David squad acceptance of varsity
"Now that Murray State has
Figge are giving up their posi- status next year will help the
incorporated
a first-rate rowing
tions as coaches in order to program to succeed.
facility,
we
have
a unique abilitake on other responsibilities.
ty
to
become
the
rowing center
"Until recently, only private,
A search for their replacements
of
the
South."
is underway but no names east coast schools have success-

•Men's
b ask etb a ll:
Travis Stinnett was
released from his Letter of
intent to the University
on Wednesday.

Swinton inks deal with Jaguars
•Football: Former Murray Rock, Ark., said his agent got a
State football standout call from the Jaguars during
seventh round of the ,April
Reginald Swinton is now a the
18 draft, saying they wanted to
member of the National sign him as a free agent.
Football League.
They said he was their number
BY EDDIE GRANT.. •
SPORTS EDITOR

"I accomplished my mission."
With those words, Murray
State wide receiver Reginald
Swinton summed up being
signed by the NFL's Jacksonville Jaguars.
Swinton, in a phone interview from his home in Little

during his four years at Murray
State.

Swinton
attended
the
Jaguars mini-camp last weekend and said it was a very
intense event.
.. . .
.
.
one free agent pick, and soon
after he signed a one-year deal
Mmt-camp was nothing hke
w'o rtli $158,000.t ln addition:-· ~liege football," ~winton· ~·
Swinton received a $5 000 sign· I spent all day ettber pracbcing bonus
'
ing or watching films. You have
.
· 'd h
ld h
to totally focus on football."
e wou
ave
S wmton sru
In addition, Swinton credits
rather been drafted, but he is
happy he is playing in the pros, former Murray State coach
a dream he has had since high Houston Nutt for his success.
school.
"He gave me my opportunity
Swinton said being signed out of high school when no one
was his dream come true, and else wanted me," Swinton said.
the one thing he worked for "For that I give him 100 per-

cent credit."
Murray State Head Football
Coach Denver Johnson, hoped
for the best for his player.
• "I really hope he docs well
there," Johnson said. "I thought
someone would pick him up for
his speed. I wish him the best
ofluck:"
·
Since returning from mini·
camp last Sunday, Swinton
said he has a number of things
to work on before he leaves for
camp on June 1.
In regard to the question
about whether or not he will
see any playing time this year,
Swinton said he won't know
until mid-July.

REGINALD SWINTON

NCAA frees athletes to hold part-time jobs
•NCAA: A regulation that goes
into effect Later this year says players can only earn $2,000 a year.
BY EDDIE GRANT
SPORTS EDITOR

,

As of August 1, the NCAA will allow
athletes to hold part-time jobs, according to a ruling passed last week.
This subject was a controversial one
with debate among athletic directors
and coaches alike. It was originally to be
voted on last year, but. the vote was

Please see related story
p age 17
postponed to last week.
According to the rules of the agreement, athletes may earn up to $2,000
per year, and they can hold the jobs
both in and out of season. The jobs have
to be set up by athletic directors or
ooosters.
Critics say this could result in cheating by athletes who get paid for work
they never do. Another concern is when
it comes to the recruitment of players,

the promise of a job may come into play
in order to get a player to come to a particular school.
Since the regulation is so new, Murray State has not yet implemented
guidelines for athletes and jobs at the
University yet, according to Margaret
Simmons, the academics and compliance coordinator.
"We have the abi~ity to be more strict
in our guidelines than what the NCAA
has set," Simmons said. "However we
cannot be any more loose in our regulation than the NCAA either. We haven't

really begun to formulate any guidelines as of yet."
Murray State Head Football Coach
Denver Johnson knew the ruling was ,
coming and has his own thoughts on the
matter.
"I really don't see any of our players
having an interest in getting a job,"
Johnson said. "Every member of the
team already has time constraints with
practices,games, and we as a team
require a study hall for our players, so
keeping up their grades is a priority as
well."
·

NBA Playoffs seem to favor the underdog
When you ponder these playoff matchups, what are your
first thoughts? Bulls vs. Nets,
Sonics vs. Timberwolves or
Rockets vs. Jazz? You probably
think these would be cakewalks
for the favorites to advance into
the second round.
The underdogs are proving
they got game in this years
NBA Playoffs.
The playoffs are usually
called the "second season" by
fans of the NBA. Many lukewarm fans only watch the
sports when the season reaches
the playoffs. They say the play·
offs are the only games that
matter.
Well, my friends, you may
have missed your chance to
watch some of the best teams in
the NBA by the time this paper
is out.
Going into action on Thurs-

Sports
Talk~
j ASON
BILLINGSLEY

day, three lower seeds in the
NBA were either tied or in the
lead of their playoff series. The
other five NBA playoff series
have the higher seed ahead,
but the wins 'have not been
easy.
Let's take the Bulls vs. Nets
series for an example. The Nets
are one of those teams sport
insiders call the "next dominant team in the 21st century."
SLAM Magazine declared the
Nets the NBA champions by
tb~ year 2002. The team roster
is filled with rookies, veterans

from other winning organizations and players who never
lived up to their full potential.
The Bulls wiJl have no problem,
right?
Well, yes and no. The Bulls
only won the first two games by
a combined eight points. The
first game went into overtime.
Both took place in the United
Center, where they were near
invincible in the last two seasons.
The Minnesota Timberwolves
reached the NBA's Western
Conference playoffs as the seventh seed this season. It is only
the second time in team history
they have advanced to the ·postseason. Last year, they were
swept by the Houston Rockets.
They have three young stars in
Kevin Garnett, Stephon Marbury and Tom Gugliotta.
The Seattle Sonics have allstars Gary "The Glove" Payton

and Vin Baker. Their supporting cast is one of the best in the
league. They have the third
best record in the NBA. Easy
series, right?
Wrong. Minnesota won the
second and third games of the
series to take a two games to
one lead. The upstart Timber·
wolves have two chances to
have Seattle suffer another
premature loss in the post-season.
In 1994 and 1995, Seattle lost
in the first round of the playoffs
as the first and fourth seed
respectively.
They were beat by Houston in
seven games last year in the
conference semifinals. If the
Sonics do not win the title, you
might see a team breakup
starting with head coach
George Karl.
Other surprises include the
ageless Houston Rockets. They
upset the Utah Jazz in the first

and third games of the series.
The Jazz did win game two.
This series will be determined
by the star players as well as
the bench for both teams.
The Charlotte Hornets,
although the higher seed, were
completely dominated by the
Atlanta Hawks in their four
regular-season meetings. The
'iornets, however, turned the
ables on the Hawks by dominating the first two games of
the series in Charlotte. Atlanta
did not just lie down and die for
Charlotte, however. In Atlanta
on Tuesday, the Hornets fell to
the Hawks by 32 points, setting
a team low in playoff scoring.
The NBA Playoffs have several intriguing stories and stellar rivalries developing this
year. My advice is not to blink,
or you may not recognize the
players or teams in the NBA
Finals this year.

·---
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No real powerhouse has appeared in this
year's Kentucky Derby, with the only unbeaten
horse only having run a total of four races. In
fact, for a field large enough to use the auxiliary
gate, this Derby has produced surprisingly little
talent. The media seems to be swarming around
four horses: Indian CharHe, Balory Hunter,
Favorite Trick and Cape Town. Some attention is also being paid to Real Quiet.
I predict Favorite Trick will bring home the
roses, with Cape Town placing and 15-1 shot
Old Trieste coming in for the show.
• Favorite Trick
Favorite Trick will be the first Horse of the
Year to run in the Derby since triple crown winner Secretariat in 1973. He baa won nine out of
his last 10 races, though he finished third by two
heads in his last race. Favorite Trick will also
be running on his home track. He will be ridden
by hall of fame jockey Pat Day, who has posted
more wins than any other jockey at Churchill
Downs, despite only one win in the Derby, on Lil
E. Tee in 1992.
Some doubt Favorite Trick's ability to handle the Derby distance of one and one-fourth
mile. He does come from a family of sprinters,
which is reflected in his dosage of 4.60.
No horse with a dosage exceeding 4.00 has
ever won the Derby history with the exception of
Strike the Gold in 1991. Strike the Gold'•
sire, Alydar, was later reclassified, and he
would now come in under the 4.00 mark.
However, trainer Bill Mott got first pick of
starting positions Cor Favorite Trick, which
ought to give the colt better freedom of movement to get to the rail before the crush of other
horses and save ground.
Favorite Trick ia not the ftrst great horse to
be doubted at this distance. Hard as it is to
believe from a horse that went on to win the Belmont Stakes by 31 lengths, Secretariat faced
the same problem. At the time, Bold Ruler's
progeny were stereotyped as not being able to
handle classic distances. Secretariat also went
into the Derby off a defeat.
• CapeTown
Cape Town is the definition of claas when it
comes to Derby lineage. His sire is a Derby winner, his dam won the Kentucky Oaks, the all

May 1. 1998

strongly for the lead.
• Balory Bunter
This horse is the probable winner if the track
is sloppy on race day. He loves to run in the mud.
His trainer, Nick Zito, is notable. Halory
Hunter's newfound fame is from his win a few
SHELLEY
weeks ago in the Bluegrass Stakes. However,
STREET
there are doubts he was flattered by a rail bias
and the injury of prominent racer Lil's Lad.
Balory Hunter is expected to be the second
betting choice on race day, but his odds are susfilly-version of the Derby, and his maternal pect. Many fans may be betting on the horse not
grandsire is 1977 triple crown winner Seattle because of his ability, but because former UniSlew.
·
· versity of Kentucky Basketball Head Coach Rick
This horse has often been compared to 1996 Pitino has partial ownership of the horse.
Derby winner Grindstone. He has the same • Banuman Wghway
owner, was bred at the sam~ fa~ and is said to
This horse hasn't got a chance of winning. He
have the same demeanor. His tramer, D. Wayne is an Irish-bred gelding and has been experiencLucas, was also Grindstone'• trainer and has ing skin problems with a rash as recent as this
had a record 32 Derby starters since 1981, week. He has also never won a stakes race.
including three Derby winners.
• Indian Charlie
• Old Trieste
The favorite of the bunch has a decent chance
Although his odds are currently 15-1, don't at winning. He has several things in his favor,
count out Old Trieste yet. It is true that he bas including the defending Derby-winning trainer,
never won a stakes race, but then again, neither Bob Baffert, and defending jockey, Gary
have four of the other entrants. His last race was Stevens. Possible problems come from this horse
an allowance, which he won.
simply being green. Though undefeated, he has
Old 'hieste is believed to have the fastest only gone to the starting gate four times because
Derby workout in history, at 1.09. The time was of shin problems and a chipped ankle.
the second best time ever at the Downs.
Indian Charlie would probably be my fourth
Old Trieste was sired by A.P. Indy, a son of choice.
Secretariat.
• Nationalore
• Artax
Forget this one. He h8$ never won a single
This horse might be good in the mud, consid- race and finished sixth place in his last race, 16
ering his lineage. One troubling problem is he and three-fourths lengths behin/ the winner.
tested as dehydrated following his last race. His • Parade Ground
trainer said the problem has not reoccurred in
He won the Tampa Bay Deroy several weeks
Derby workouts.
ago and has had good workouts recently.
• Basic Trainee
• Real Quiet
He has a good position near the rail, but not
This horse is also trained by defending winner
directly on it. He was bred at the famous Clai· Bob Baffert. Baffert said he is usually a little bit
borne Farm, home of several past Derby win- slower than Indian Charlie, but his workouts
ners. He finished fourth in the Wood Memorial, have generally been faster this week.
however, and is currently one of the 50-1 shots. • R.Obinwould
• Chilito
This colt has the far outside position in the
Chllito has the problem of running with his auxiliary gate. His jockey, Earlie Fires, hasn•t
head up. Expect him to set the early Derby pace, started in f Derby since 1974~ a p.ew record
but it is doubtful he will be able to keep ahead of between Derbies. This may make him the sentithe pack. He tends to lag when not pressed mental favorite with the crowd. He is .a non-

Sports
Talk

Seth Dixorv'The News

The twin spires at Louisville's Churchill Downs
are one of the sports world's most recognized
structures. This weekend the world will be
focused on this track for the I 2-4th Kentucky
Derby.
0

stakes winner and finished sixth in his last race,
'the Arkansas Derby.
• Rock and Roll
rd probably keel over and die if this horse
won. Even the trainer admits the horse doesn't
merit a run by his past performances and he's
only running him because the owners, including
weight loss queen Jenny Craig, are friends.
• Victory Gallop
This horse is Canadian-bred, which doesn't
bode well for him. He is very consistent, however, and will probably be the best betting value
for those who are looking to make money and not
bet on a total longshot.
Shelley Street is the Chief Copy Editor for The •
Murray State News.
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experienced
tritined
professional
Thanks M"SU Students for
another great year!
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Bar Hours: 11 a.m. - Midnight
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Shack Shakers 5/9
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Located on 641 S.
Puryear, TN
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.901-247-5798

annual budget of $1.125 million plus a
20 year debt payment of $347,000 per
year. Protect your investment by voting
for Phil Hazle (B.S. 74', M.S. 78'). Phil is
a corrections professional who has
s,upported Murray State for over 20
years.
Calloway County deserves an
educated, progressive jailer for the
future. Please compare the qual;~; .......;,.. ......and support Phil Hazle for Jailer.
Students registered to vote who
are leaving Murray before May 26 can
vote after May 7 in the County Clerk's
urtHouse.
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Track teams perform well in Twilight Invitational
-Track: The Murray State
track teams performed
well in their annual twilight meet, and by doing so
prepared for the NCAA
• Championships this weekf end in Memphis.
KATE RO BBINS
STAFF WRITER

t

•

On Saturday, the Murray
State track team held its Twilight Invitational, hosting six
schools and several unattached
participants.
Competing in the meet were
Southern Illinois University,
University of Memphis, West-

ern Kentucky University, Vincennes University, Belmont
University and Arkansas State
University.
Jason McKinney led the way
for the Racers, winning first
place in both of his events with
a 3-minute, 50.18 second performance in the 1500-meter
run, and a 1:54.21 gallop in the
800-meter run, McKinney set a
personal record and continued
his successful season.
"My run was a solo effort,
and I got a personal record, so
that was a big confidence booster coming into these next meets
where I'll have some good competition," said McKinney of his
achievements.
Also placing in the men's

events were Chuck Jones in the
3000-meter run, Brian Recktenwal in the 1500-meter run
and Brian Palmer in the second
heat of the 1500-meter run.
Palmer also got a personal best
time in his race.
The women runners had
some people making their
mark for the Racers as well.
Erica Phelps won second in the
3000-meter run and seventh in
the 800-meter.
Finishing up the placing
women for Murray State was
Faith Autry, with third in the
400-meter hurdles . .
The field events were equally
as successful for Murray State.
Donna Parrish and Nick Murray each set personal records in

tial this season.

''

'Tm positive
abou t upcoming
meets. It seems
like I learn something everyday.

''

The team as a whole is finished for the season, but Murray State is sending several
individuals to try to qualify for ·
the NCAA Championships.

Valenti is pleased with his
performance this season.
"This is my first season ever
throwing javelin, and I'm just
trying to do my best and trying
to keep up with these more·
experienced competitors."

The meet this weekend is
being held at Memphis, and the
following two weekends at the
University of Indiana.

Sophomore Mik,e McKee
seems to be leading the team
with his consistency and
strength in discus. Claiming
shot put with 39-4 and 48-3, second place in Saturday's
111eet, McKee hati been holding
respectively.
a stable position in the conferFreshman Mike Valenti has
been making his mark for the ence.
"I'm positive about the
team as well. A second place
finish in the conference last upcoming meets," McKee said.
week and second in the javelin "It seems like I'm learning
this week has shown his poten- something new everyday."
- MID McKEE
SOPHOM ORE

The runners with limes that
qualify to go include McKinney,
Recktenwal, Palmer and two of
their teammates. For the field,
McKee, Valenti, Murray and
Parrish will travel to compete.
McKinney was optimistic
about these next meets.
"It will be a good challenge
for us."

Visit us online!
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City-wide
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Kelly Tucker
Jenny Martin
Christian Cruce
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Visit us on the World Wide Web
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http://www.thenews.org
r:..'1duced by The Murray State Neu•s in cooperation
with LDD, Inc.-Clearly the Best!
To subscdbc to LODNet call 1-800-455-1608.

6i8ma Love,
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yard sales all over town!
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Maps with );ite.s of yard sales and descriptions of items to-bsold are available to r $1 in the Murray Touri);m Commiss!oQ;:;
=- office at the Commerce Centre in front of the new Wai-Mart'
"=- Superccnter on May 1 from 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m and on
••.:=May 2 from 6 a.m. to noon.
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Congratulations to:
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Je'nnifer. Guffy-~
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Shipp.:~
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Ca~I?us Ast~vities BC?ard _:.
·
Commut er /Non-traditional Activities' Chair

\

Mandy Wolf-.
Outstanding Stu den t in Jou rnalism

Tiffany·WeingartnerHart
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When you can't get to an Aveda Spa, take it home with you. Aveda
Body Care products renew body' and spirits. They make you feel like
you're at d spa. Let you soak up all the active benefits of flower and
plant-derived ingredients and Pure-Fume',..aromas. Soothe and.
smooth skin and senses. Rest for the weary. And beauty for every body.

__

SGA Ch air

Daniele Cave ·and
Susan-. Staley- ,
For getting a job at Disney World

Take Refuge.>>

'

Colleg~

~~II
:i_~

__

~"". ,~·--.......
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..c:?he- ~s~d~e/l/.iab 0 cw/ ~a/
301 N. 12th St.
767-0760
e-mail: essential spa@ mursuky.campus.mci.net
mask.hair.a now available
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BRO T 1Je:R OF T J}e IYe aR-

Scot t Stone
M a JO R OF F l ce -n.. A wa.~o

Johnny Tindall
Mu"l o R O FF IC eR Awa Ro -

D a rin Sho c k
O uTsran o Jn g

Sen i oR-

Mark Roy
Campus Lea o e R s b l p

Awa R d -

Pat rick LeVJis
Ba LJ=o u R A w q./'N..O -

Adam \No od.ri~
S p o~ rs wa n

1

0F T b t3
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Darin Shock
Ideal P L e o ~e- ' ff
... A
Dqu.g McClure

Good luck to all of the Graduating Seniors!

Congratulations Dr. Scafella on passing
the State Bar Exam!!!
..
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Townsend, Mayes look forward to May NBA Draft
was named OVC Tournament
Most
Valuable Player each of
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOl
the last two seasons.
Townsend has not yet been
With the NBA draft less than contacted by an NBA team or
one month away, De'Teri attended an NBA mini-camp,
Mayes and Chad Townsend are but he knows who he would
waiting patiently, wondering if love to play for.
they will be one of the few
"I have a lways wanted to
lucky basketball players to get play for the Los Angeles Lakers
drafted.
since I was a kid," Townsend
D.T. Mayes was the starting said. "I respect their winning
shooting guard for the Murray tradition."
State Racers the last two seaWith all the talk in recent
sons. He was the Ohio Valley months about the ·state of the
Conference Player of the Year NBA, Townsend had some
and lead the OVC in scoring.
strong comments about player
Chad Townsend was the salaries.
starting point guard for the
"Basketball used to be a sport
Racers the last two seasons. He people played for love," he said.
Bv ) ASON BILLINGSLEY

GIVE US TIME TO REPAY
YOUR LOAN.
After just three years in
the Army, your college loan
could be a thing of the past
Under the Army's Loan
RepayYnent progrann,each
year you serve on active duty
reduces your indebtedness by
one-third or $1,500, whichever
annount is greater, up to a
$65,000 limit
This offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans
and certain otherfederally insured loans which are not
in default
And this is just the first of many benefits the Army
will give you. Get the whole story from your Army
Recruiter.

"Now, money is the number one
factor and greed is constantly
overcoming the NBA. Anyone
making over $100 million is
outrageous. Not even Michael
Jordan should be making that
much money playing basketball."
Townsend was doubtful the
contributions he made during
his Murray State career would
be remembered.
"I doubt anyone two years
from now will remember me at
Murray State," he said.
Townsend said his career
highlight would be his entire
junior season.
"My whole junior season, we
were constantly considered the

underdogs," he said. "We were
predicted to barely be a .500
basketball team. We went on to
win the OVC Tournament and
play the number one team in
the Atlantic Coast Conference,
Duke, to a three-point game.
That will always be special to
me."
D.T. Mayes has been contacted by several NBA teams but
has not been invited to any
mini-camps yet.
"The teams that have contacted me are Miami (Heat),
New York (Knicks), Philadelphia (76ers), Atlanta (Hawks),
Bulls (Chicago) and the Spurs
(San Antonio)," Mayes said.
Mayes said he once desired to

play for the Boston Celtics.
"I used to want to play for
Boston when they had great
players like Larry Bird," Mayes
said. "Now, it doesn't matter to
me as long as some team gives
me a shot."
Mayes is disappointed with
the status of the NBA right
now.
"The NBA right now is the
way it is; it's a messy situation
and they need to correct it to
help players like us," Mayes
said.
Mayes realizes he is looked
up· to for his basketball skills
but doesn't want people to
think he is perfect.
"I know people see me at the

games and want 'autographs,
and I try to set a good example," Mayes said. "I want people to realize, though, that I
will make mistakes and I want
people to accept the fact I'm not
perfect. I want people to look
beyond my mistakes and not
give up on me if 1 do mess up."
Mayes looks at this season as
his career highlight at MSU.
"Being a part of this year's
team was my most memorable
experience at Murray State," ·
Mayes said. This was of one of
the best teams in Murray State
history."
The NBA Draft will take
place in May on NBC.
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"Pizza! Get Your Fresh,· Hot Pizza..."
We · Deliver 7
Days A Week!
4 p.m. - Close
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For as little a~ $25,
the gift of a U. S. Savings Bond wtll
be around after other gtf15 are
opened and broken. So start buying
U. S. Savings Bonds where you
bank or at work through your

442-2949

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAM BE:
www.goarmy.com

employer's payroU savings plan.

Rooms for Rent
Looking for somewhere to stay in Murray
over the summer? We have rooms
available! Call Charles for more information.

762-2323

CaD toll free: 1·800·4US BOND
(1·800·487·2663 ).

U S Sa v mgs Bonds
The Gift ofa l.Jfetlme.
\\'\\'\\ , \,1\'IIIWoht •lld ~.gtl\

~~TTSMVLVGS~
tnJ,~, .BONDS ~

Murray State Residential College Students:

WANTED
Turn in your channel selector and cable
modems BEFORE leaving campus and
RECEIVE your $15 deposit back!
We wiJI be collecting equipment in
Hart College Coffeehouse on

M•nna l'otn<ks...,.... M... Lool

"Black Dog''
(PG-13)

May 6, 7 & 8 from 9 ·a.m. - 4 p.m.

Murray CableComm

(PGl

It is MANDATORY that all student return this equipment on these dates!!
753-5005

MatiMn Slllunltry 11/UlSuNiily o~l
!t!Md~Thursdq Nights
Students pay only SJ with MSU I. D.

e Nattona E uca on Assocaataon wou
like to introduce the t 998 - 99 officers and
management team.
OFfiCERS
President - Fran Pruitt
Vice President - Jason King
T

Treasure - Katrina Sheppard
Historian - Resanda Robertson
Secretary - Teresa Lee

MANAGEMENT TEAM MEMBERS
Nathan Grace
)ana Ford
Donna Edleman

Leona Dick
suzanne Daniel
Bridget Powell
,
L
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'Breds split weekend pair, hold fourth 1n
Belmont an early 2-llead.
Both teams traded scoreless
innings until the bottom of the
After tough non-conference fourth. MSU came • out and
losses to SIU and UK in the opened up against.~ starter
previous two weeks, the MSU Lance Sewell. Rob Weatherly
Thoroughbred baseball team hit an infield single to third
tried to change their luck base to lead off the inning. Left
against non-conference foes fielder Ryan Murphy then douBelmont and Cumberland Sat- bled to left-center field, putting
urday and Sunday at Reagan two runners in scoring position.
Field.
Brad Burns hit an infield sinThe 'Breds started staff ace gle to first base, but did not
Kurt Umbarger against Bel- advance the runners. This left
mont, and he did not disap- the bases loaded with nobody
point the 174 'Bred fans in out for Dan Loyd. Loyd took
attendance.
one for the team by being hit by
MSU drew first blood in the a pitch to force Weatherly in
bottom of the first inning with from third base.
consecutive doubles from Chris
After Nathan Taylor and
Williams and Craig Delk to Brad Langdon struck out,
score the game's frrst run.
Chris Williams reached base on
In the second inning, Bel- an error, scoring Brad Burns to
mont scored twice after an give the 'Breda the lead 4-2.
infield single, a walk and a
Belmont came back in the top
triple to right-center field gave of the fifth by exploiting one of
BY jASON BILLINGSLEY

AssiSTANT SPORTS EDITOR

inning with a two-run horne
run by Brian Bogaard. Belmont
had two more hits in the
inning, but relief pitcher
Shawn Collins shut the door on
the rally and the game for the
'Breda.
4-3.
Rob Weatherly had some fireThe 'Breda won the game by
works in store for Belmont in the count of 9-5 to put their
the bottom of the filth inning. overall record at 17-30. Craig
Todd Fox doubled to lead off Delk set a new MSU team
the inning, bringing Weatherly record for hits in a season durto the dish. Weatherly ing the game on Saturday.
launched a s hot over the leftThe Sunday contest had the
field fence for a two-run homer. 'Breds facing Cumberland UniThe 'Bred.s added two more versity. Cumberlandjumped on
runs in the bottom of the sixth MSU starting pitcher, Greg
inning. Williams started the Harvey, in the very first
inning with a single and inning.
advanced to second on a throwRandy Morey led off the
ing error. Todd Fox drove game with a triple. After a
Williams in with a single and walk to Angel Hermoso, a
pick off attempt
later scored on a single by failed
pinch hitter Drew Graeter.
advanced both runners, scoring
Belmont mounted a come- Morey. A single, a wild pitch, a
back in the top of the eighth groundout and a sacrifice fly

the 'Breda ml\ior weaknesses
this year, allowing runs to
score with two outs. Umbarger
. got the first two batters out,
but then gave up three straight
singles to cut the 'Bred lead to

brought in three more Cumberland runners.
Cumberland scored again in
the third inning on a lead off
double, a single and a double
play. Cumberland also added
another run in the top of the
fourth inning with a double by
Mike Smith, a sacrifice fly and
a single by Chris Slaughter.
MSU broke the scoring barrier in the bottom ·of the fourth
with a solo homer by Todd Fox.
The 'Breds broke loose in the
fifth inning with a scoring barrage on Cumberland. Williams
singled to center field. Craig
Delk doubled down the rightfield line. Brad Burns hit a sacrifice fly to drive in Williams.
Weatherly hit a single to center
field to score Delk. Todd Fox
continued his hitting tear with
his second homer of the game.
Ryan Murphy made it back-tohack homers off Cumberland

ovc

pitcher Jay Goehring
Cumberland regained their
previous momentum in the top
of the seventh inning. Two singles and two doubles led tO'
three Cumberland tallies.
The 'Breds scored twice in
the seventh inning. Delk led off
the inning with a rocket over
the center-field wall. A walk,
an error and a groundout led to
the second run of the inning.
The Cumberland lead was cut
to 10-8.
Cumberland added three
insurance runs in the top of the
ninth inning to make the score
13-8.
The 'Breds have a final three
game homestand against Middle Tennessee State this weekend before traveling to SEMO
for the OVC Tournament next
weekend in Cape Girardeau
Mo.

New NCAA employment rule blessing for student athletes
BY DARREN

of my teammates and friends who are athletes.
Before the passing of this bill, athletes on
scholarship couldn't get paid for doing work during the school year.
So they were basically slaves to their athletic
departments and the NCAA.
Sure athletes earned full-ride scholarships,
but they weren't given the same opportunities as
normal students. They were basically signing
away four years of being a regular human being
so they could play a sport they loved.
This doesn't seem fair.
People need to realize athletes are the ones
who bring in millions of dollars to the university.
Playing in national championship games on
television before millions of people is a better

IVY

DAILY NEBRASKAN

(U. NEBRASKA)

(U-WIRE) LINCOLN, Neb.- I didn't know it
was possible, but the NCAA (No Concern About
its Athletes) finally did something to benefit athletes.
With the NCAA Division I Board of Director's
passing of Proposition 62 April 21, athletes who
are on scholarship can now work during the
school year and earn up to $2,000 more than the
value of a full scholarship.
,
The athletes can work at jobs lined up by the
athlete, boosters and athletic department.
AB a nonscholarship athlete, this rule doesn't
affect me, but it will have a big impact on many

selling tool for the University of Nebraska-Lincoln than any other method.
Because of these athletes, many students can
take pride in Cornhusker athletic teams.
So don't we owe these athletes the opportunity
to work?
I think so.
Granted, most athletes don't have time to
work, but why should the ones who have time be
punished?
Isn't college supposed to prepare students,
including athletes, for the real world? It's hard
to build resumes if you can't work for nine
months of the year.
Working for free to gam experience is not fea-

sible for athletes because their time is very valuable.
By allowing them to work, the NCAA is saying
it cares about its athletes' futures.
The downside of the rule change is that it will
be hard to enforce. Many athletes are already
taking advantage of the current system.
I am hopeful the rule can be enforced and
won't be abused.
In the meantime, athletes can celebrate this
victory and wait for the next round.
The number of athletes who will take advantage of the rule change will probably be small,
but at least they now will have the same opportunity as every other student in college.

Classifieds
I'RER CASH GaANTSI Colle~. Scholar·
'hips, flu~lnes.,, Medic:tl. bill•, Never
Rt.-p:ty. Toll Free 1-ll00·218-9000 Exl
G7SOA.

• , your sislc:n< tn
nl3llks to ou.. Al:4> ca:~ches for :1 sreat
Spring Fling! Love, the sl~ter.. of AM1

t.o.t Key riJlg. friday lo or arouotll'ac·

Congr:uubt.k>P.' to Jcnnt Shlnner for m:~k
lng R<tt.-er Dance tenm 11nd Amy Ellk>lt for
bdn11 ~l«tcd SGA Univenllty Atf:JirM
Chair.
your •bt=
Happy Binhilily McNUtty 1 Love, EJ
Spice GirlS I had a really good rtnte on the
trip nnd you tt~rls did n awesome job!
Drunk Boy

1\bnln, 'rN-An adult- nlt'n'• .low-pitt·h
softlyJil rounumcnr will he hdd May 2.
'fhc.o~ will be a four home-run limit My
47-core ball C'Jn be used. Fee L~ $9i. Tn>phic:; will be av.-nrded to the top thn:e
team.•. The champoon., will illso n:cetve T•
shins. Call Jay Adall'l.'! ~~ (9()1) 352..03117.
MEDICARE R£ClPIENTS • Are yuu u.,mg
:1 Nebulizer Madlin~ Stop payi"A full
pri<.'t: for Albutcrol, Atn-nt ere. Solutions.
Medienre wUI p:~y for the•n.. We b4ll
Medialn:: for you and ~hlp directly to your
door. MED-A·SAVI! ll00-5311-9849.

r.•.

BRANDY, you are a great fnend' 111:1nk.s
for leo.lng me billy with you! I really apr=t.i:ue Ill I'm goin1110 re:tlly mi..,; you after I
grJdu:ue1 Good lock with 11naLo;J LYlAS,
Shandogr
Boobies are Rood, boobies are ,~tre:n, I c:tn
watch them early or J:uel From your sweet
daddy!

51;\cl:t Good Luck on your Firols!
Congmtul:otinn;, Angel:~ und Eri01 •>n
bdng LIV'~Iit:n:d' • . your ,;,;~en; tn ArA.
'l'h:tnJc, AIA> C<Xll·he. for a •nerdy" cooche.' p:lrty! • , the !.Jsters of Ar.~

-

Congr.mtlalion.• Sheny for r·ttin~t CAB
Jnd Kcri for gt'ltlng Judictl Boord. • .
your ~isrern in Ar A
•
Septc:mber, Good luck

on

your Omb

nexrweek!

WAY TO GO ADS O.U8t "You .11l" rockl •
-M
Cajun, Tilanlc, for 0 great year and 2

wear

tnp! The Spi!:e Glrb

Cajun, Oon't you lute rhe :.etm in the
b:tck of boxen<l'
C:tjtin, You <:an brinj! n ktUen, hut nO( a
t-':11; ~ opoon. but not a. fork: a botde. hut

.._

n<ll a cun!

NOTICES
--------------------------------Havl' l'un R.1ising Pund~ for your Club,
tt':lm or Studtml Grnop. Earn up ro $'500.
$1000 or mo~! Pur our 2'i+ year.< of
fundr.llstng expc:nence ro work for you
l3ook now ;uui re<.~lve a FREE CDI C:tll
1800-592·2121, t'X1128.

ulty ~

Reward_ 4714L 140)

~

~

CASH FOR YOUR RI!CIPli;St • Dt:tait.,

000·793-9300 ext 2'i4 <Dept KR1)
MOBILE

~IOMES/MOBIL£

HOME LOANS

MOBILE HOME LOANS - 5% down refin:urlnj~,

equity lo:!n, Free .o;eUer.. ktt l.:lnd

or home lom.s

Repo :tnd

as.~um::~hle

loans. Green Tree Finano:tl, S00.221-R204,
~I-SS+8717,

BECOME A HOI>I fAMILY • Sc::tndina·
vliln, Eumpenn, South Americtn Asian,
Ru:<~l3n l!xch3nge !itudenL' nrrivinl!
Augu.'!l. Bec:ome a heN family/Al.'IE. Call
800-SIBlltiG WWW.SIBLING.ORG

MISS

KENTUCKY

AMERICAN

•

Coed(retm/P=/Princ;ess !;cholar.<hip
P~~~"'~n1
for
flirb
3-20,
For
applic-Jtion/lm>eh~: !!004'>4-6851 . No
mnkeup :~Uow.,d fnr young girls

SPRING MID-WEST COllECTOR · Car
Mt:e~, Show & Cort:~l. Buy, shop,
>ell. May IS.l7, l~t::lre Center, Blnominjttoo-Normal. IL Information & dtn:cuon.~ 717·243-7R5S.
join tht: fru.te.<oe growing !Ju.,inc::;., in th.Jn::-.1 and the 11:1hon We: an:: truded on the
NYSE. l!:lm fa.~1 money and residual
int~)me. No expertenc:e n<:res.'l3ry, 110
qutx:~.s, nothrng to pur~h:t>ot:. Qlll ·~ col·
k'l, in Mtutin, TN. :tl (901) 587..0757 for
mt>rc dctJ lis.

Sm.p

PARTNER WANTED
At.l.lve/,llent K~:nrucky WOUP dc:vc:loping
n.ulonwodc ft:tru:h~:>e plan for f:~mily enter·
tainmem/~hopplnt~ malls and theme
re>tlur:mt:>. $I 50,000 required. Reply
CEO. P 0 Box 16010, Loui>vlllce. KY
BIJSI:-!F.SS

CONVENIENCI! STORE • And } l~m
apartment. Ga.• ancl full line clell. , Near
s.tke Cu~rland. Tum key operntlon.
Call 502-ll66-6666.
CASH FOR +faMEOWNt'.RS

FOR

SALE

Baoolr:a l'uba ll Jnc;h nne
2
with amp built in. $150 clll Toill ~~ 7~369S6 lt:~~ve 3 mcssa~.

FOR 5AU!

- ll<mnw'""' -""- ."'
Y...S s.Jd S.ttuf'(by,Mt~y -2. 8 a m.•l p.m

$10,00().$ 120,000. €c>l••nlid:ttce hfll"fhnriK' -"
impmvcmenL,, payoff lJnd •~·nu·Jd.i, pay
dclinquem wxes/m.,dkal holl~. Self·
<mlf)loyc:d progr.tm,. 8ankruptcy/Bad
credit OK. lrt.'<l:lnl approvub. Open 7 day'
a week. Call Aht:mallw Lendons ol Kenrud<y atllHH-24-i-99Q!,
"CASH' • lmmr.:di;~lc S$ for ti!TU('tUn:<l M:l•
tle!ll\cntS and deferred in''UrJn~e daun.,,
j.G. Wenrwon.h flAA.231·'>37S
HOME liQUITY LOAN~ - Debt con'!Oikfutinn; 12S% l.'qllity loons: slnJlle/douhle
wide with land OK, pay olfland 'ontr.ll1S.
8ankrupt~:lc.>, slow <Tt.>dlt ok. Apply by
phone, Bla~:k Oi:lmood MQrtgaRt:, RRil:S9S.IliS.
tllU PROlllF.MS? • R00-400-<Xl44 exL 1027
9:\m-9pm 7 <lays. Oeht <'On.o;Oiid1tlon loon.•
;tnd pmgram~ avallahle. Batl t.=!lt OK.
No advnn~c ft£-.l Free consultation. NonPrnllt Lower rnomhly paymc:ne>.
TWO·MlJI«;TE I.OANS! • $20,000 In
$100,000 e:t•h nnwl Hnim.·owner:~ only
Lower your paymcnL,, Bnnkruptc:y, hall
crt.-dlt OK! Pay t>l't' hill~ lla;t rttt.:s Nn
\.'(}Uti:)' rc:qurrt:d.. C;lll now, !lQ0.222-o914.
HOMEOWNERS! DEBT CONSOLIOA110NI - Botmw $2S,OOO • $100,000. Too
many hills? Home improv<!menL•. Apply
hy phond24-hour 3pproval. No t:qttlty
rt:quln:d. Platinum Olpil:ll· 800-'i2j-S363,
Opo!O 7 days,
STEEL Bli!LOINGS ~AJ.E • 40x(l0xl4,
$8,335; ~Ox7Sxl4. SI0,667; ~x100xl6,
$14,333; 60xlOOxl6, $11>.29}. Mlni-storJ!IC
0\ulchnjiS, 30xll0, 24 unu..,, St1.137 l'n:e

109 Riviera Ct.;, Lot" of ~'llmml:t' und winlet dntht.'l> and nw;c.
TiiREE ERIC CLAPTON TICKETS.
N:llihville t.by 16, 395-7351
MOVING SAI.EI Anything you tlt't'd ln turnL..!t .tn apt Uving mom .,uile, <X>uche!i,
Home inu:nor, t:tc. Mny 8-9, 8 ;1.111.-6 p m.
1217 N. 16th St. Apl A-1 actoo~.' from
Mouse Loc.l,l!t' 7S3-6421
WOLI'f TANNING BP.DS - Tun at home.
Buy tltrect .:tnd "'lvcl Commen;wVhome
unit' from $199. low monthly payment:<.
Frece oolor c:otaloR Cnll loday 800-842·
1310
1991 Yamaha jcl Ski 650 Waverunner LX·
Good <:rmdttioo, lot':. of fun, perfa1 for
kkk Run' excellent , A~kill!( S1900 01'10.
Abo. hor.tt rndar arch, 11L' hoots with Ileum
from 8 Ill 9 fm, Sns ORO. 4 f"llv:~nilA:cl
'!-lui( bom t:railc:r whet!~ Jnd tlrco;, J!(lO(l
~hafl". S1 'iO OBO. Phon<.· 'IOZ..-217·2700 in
Fr~nkfon,

GLASS FOR SUNROOMS •

S~

helov,;

re~DIU :!RK76 thennop;tne $49.9S. Other
s1~' av~ll:lhle. AOO.a4t-9t\42.

PURPLE MAR11N f!IRI.) HOUSES, • Tel.::t<:<>plc! polt:.,, gpurd,, h:Jt hclU.o;t'S1 World's
l:~e" 12-tamily hOllloc:', only $29.•>S Factory
di~·t. Ufctlme wamnryr F~e oul~
On.k.-r nowii0}-76-i..fll\!ll!.

HELP ----------------------WANTED
------------Topl~:!>s 1:>-Jnc·en~

Vl.'<lntcd Top pay Plcld-

broc;hure,. www ~ntindbuilcltngs.~'Qifl
Sentinel tlutklfnJ!S. all0-327.()790.

ble Huurn W~kend' New Coc:ntleman',;
Club TIIUlelails Hl6 Old Loui.wille Rd.

DISTRESS SALE...Ml!:>T SAlE! 2 l»and
new ~!eel hutldin~'· I Ardt·Type. I
str:tishr sidt!d One l' 40x60. Easy to c:rett.
sa~'nfice prit-e.< Call 10).374-11730

Bowlin!! Green ( 502>796-9200 Sao ChrisM~ nag<!".
,
RYAN I'OODSCO. P..ut time otlice work
no:dctl. l"'...xtble houn.. Computer skilb
rt:qulred. Appli<::~llon.' at R~'an Funds. 100
E:IJll Chc,mut, Murray
GET A GOOD jOB ln el~trontt:s, compuu:rs, m:u;hlnt: n.'fXllr. HS grad• und~r
34. wdlcng to reJOL,ue. P:ud trn•n•ng with
tull henctk,. C.111 800-:.J&l-6289 fnr info.
Sl,()()(l $ SIGN.QN BONl:S • CX/Rol><!rson

FOR RENT
--2 BR Ap;trtmc:nl for rent in C:unhridge
sulxliv1skm for llte- ~ummet1 C:tll 762-4766

or 762-6728 A.S.AP. for rnu"' t!l.'lllil~

lh luukfng fot \I'Jn -.:mi-Urivern Up to 30t
DRIVER· l!:tm up to $1!00 per W.:Xk yoor
~ mile lL> stan No:t.'ll tla"" A COL, 1 year • fln<1 ye1r with US.A Tru~k! U.te-mnclel <~>nOTR. fl00..473·S511l. EOE!mf.
vcntlon:tl~ with ~<ttdlitt:, no slip i.e:lll"R
DRIVI!R.'i, OVER TilE ROAD • .~5 stateS.
:~ w~kly p:~y. 800-l3?-464 2. EO!!
Plat witJ1 side:<, late rnucJd '~lOVt:Ot">TUI.>.
J't{
.
.

,;edudc:d honc..j'll100n ,...,hlrut. Slay
nlghlii fnunh free. G.atlinhurg, Tennt:""c:e
ll00-933-7464, 800-WI!D·RfNG,
AuSOI..l!fELY FREET • Wc:dding pru:kd
rr~ yuur tpmani!C TllOlonl:lin gCUWJY wc:d
.l.yJ:;ll:1cxptlri&;OOl.o.'il;l.U..3W.... ~ ~h~~iiiiDnn .:ll~ 1\oik.llljQUr~ luxwy v:tcatil'lft
+ hl:.-ndlu;, etlt ~8. S1,250 S~~Y?Upto 3~¢ 2 mOe to abrtl vreut home:
pnw.un. Cl1<1pel In 11~<: trall.-y, a11in-o
On S.mu'!
timt:. A.-..,[gnea, aD conventional n.._1.
hurg. Tennes.o;ee. Calll!00-922-4573
DRIVHRS • Eam $64~. No e.~pericnct:? No
~'le purcha.-.c option.~. Boyd Bmt. AOOpruhlt::m! C. D.L Tralninj~ provided No
'i43-ll923. EOE,
DRIVl!R'VOTR • No New York City, No
c:ontroct required! Our Kenrut.i<y tt:nninab
need troinee> and expertenct:d W.tmVliifl.
Nool=.o,t, No Canada - No lo;J.ding !lf
R(.:,, rt~hl noM ~16-'iOS5.
unk~1dtng, no hull. Man. 23, with I ye~r
l)RIYER, OTR C:.O\IENANT TRANSPORT.
OTR CI)L With Ha~tat.. P;a,;chall Truck
Hns major fXIY incrt:a.'t: comlnl(. Sl,OOO
Un~ 1!01~05.
xlgno()n lx>nl~' c:xperiencc:d tlrivo:n~. Co.l.-.t
DRIVERS • l'!athcd 4JI >'l:ltc: O'TR. A.'i.~igned
to c'O:I.St runs experient't.'C.I chivt."f!Vowncr
new t.~>tWenlinl1ltls, competitive pay, bc:n·
op~:r:llotl> tt:ams 800-441-4394. gr~duate
efits . St,OOO .•1111'1 on bonus, rider proltJ'tlm,
srudents 800-3~28. llud Meyer Rdn~tfleXthle time oiT. C:lll Roollrunner Truckeroc.,d Truck Une>, Rl!fkS67·3729.
In~ !!()0.876-7784.
Cf..

The staff of
The

DR!Vf.R.~, OTR • Owner Opero~ton;·
F!Jthed, paid 7CN> of M""''· Compo.my fur·
ni:!hed
license
pl:uc.

OireL1 dt:po:;l1 ••~:uellltce communication~

.wulllhlc. Fuc:l pun:ha;e plan, Home mo..1
wc....,kcmd~. mecllc;al lnsuranc:e av:~i1able.
CanJoool Fto:ight C.nrriers, 800-346-1'542-jne
CDL-A·HttzMat
FRlliNDLY TOY & GIFTS- H31< Immediate
openinl!li In your ~J. Nwnher one In
party plan, Toys, glib. Chri.-.tm:~.,, home
decor. Free C'JUtlog and inform:tllon. 1:1()().

488-4875.
!)RIVERS, OTR • Owner Opcr.uors.Vnn,
M:ake your move to C:trdin:lll !12q :1. milelo:ldctl or c:m[>ty. 1\a:;e pbtt: and fl"m>iL'
pmvldt!d L)irt."(:t t!erx•o;it, :;.~tdlite cornntu·
nication• uv:~ll:ahle. Homo: mo.r WCt:kend~. C.ood len!(tll of haul<tmsi'!ll'nt
milt.'» Metllc.'al ln.•;umnt.-c av.ulahle. C;lll
today! !I00-346-l'i42,Joe, CUL·A with Haz·
MaL
I>RNERS Cel:tdon Truckinj(, We're 1he
N:u1on's Carner of Choice, ~ohuukln't we
be your~;? ~ dmp ;md hook, a.-..'1JV!c:d
frelghdlncrs, bc:nefll., in 30 day~o, ext.'l:llenl
p;ty, mile~, 4011</,toc:k ownernhip, .atdlite
dc,patch, htmu;; for s::tfcty anti longevity.

C:tUB00-729-9no.
ORIVER • ~43.857 wa.~ our avemRt: '97
wugc:. Gte'Jt home lime, new nwnc:r oper·
pn>l(rol\1,
BQO-j67-{i34S.

ator

WWW.~Qehl.nt.~

ORIVER TRAINF.ES NEEDED! • Proline i'
hiring drive111 in KY Earn $600 w.,.;kly+
hc:n.-f1L, .. t<; day COl. tr.unlng with 100%
rultion reimh~l n<lW .availahle. AOO·
242·7364

TRAVEL
-----------------A Bf!AIJI1FT.JL C.H.Al'EI/CHLTRCH CHRIS·
TIAN WP.DniNG • G~tlinbufJ!\ miginal
(.,lnc.oe 1990>. PhOIOjiT.lphy, musk:, nowc:ro.,
ll1110o, t:u.·uzzl ''tlite~. lireplact:l<. L<>V.: W~1k
Bril'k. R..-v. Ed Taylor, B00-346-2n9.
http://www.j~:tdlnbul')!chapc:ls.t."Om

MARRY ON A MOlJNTAIN! - lk- married
in " magnilkem ntountaintop chapel >urmur><lctl by !.rei!.' lk awe;nnte views of the
Great Smnky MounL1in.'<1 Call 1!00-729·
436'5 or http://www mvchapo!l.~un
A BEAlJITFUL CANDI.EUT • Old F:~..,ll
iunt.-d Wc:ddln~t Chafl"l ovc:rlookinl! t1ver.
Smoky Mountain.'l, TN. HUf.o;cxlrJwn <'aT·
r~1!(C, l.":lhin.,, j:l~'tlni, <>rd:Jlnc:d mini"-""'·
no lt:.\ts. Ho:attl:md f100...i.l8.81''197 (VOWS).
lmp:I/Wiilnet.c..'Om/he:m.
GET MARRIED - Smoky Muunt:tin.1, nreas
moM 11C::llltiful chapel•. chun;h ordainctl
mrnl~wrs, complete :lrr:JnRC!Illt'nt,, hont:ymoon & famuy cubrns, hrettlh!:tklng
v•ews, chapel~ HOCI-893·727-4. ln,lgtng fkl06
3
4
s a 1 4 •
llltp:/fwww~sm<>kymtnmall.contltn:liV,mk

AIR FORCE TRAINING • l!xf>Crlenre ~ncl
cdu,,1lion <~ln help yi>U read! yo11r I(<Xtl~.
l'in<l out more. l'<lr :t f~ lnforn'l:ltlon
p;tcka!(e call fl00..423·U~AF.

wt't.1hnul

Murray

State News
would like
to wish
everyone
.good luc~
on finals
and a
wonderful
summer
vacation!

ROMANTIC CANOLEUTE WEDDINGS Ord.lul<..'Ll·licen...._'ll mlnl.o<tcn;, dej.l3nt tl~'l"·
<Jr.ltcd full >ervk-e dtapel, ""ay sf>«l:tl,,

The Gamma Upsilon Chapter of sigma PI

would like to congratulate thler new
members

Mark Andrew Johnson
Dernocrat
The Qualified Candidate

experienced
trained
professional

annual budget of $ ~ .1 25 million plus a
20 year debt payment of $347,000 per
year. Protect your investment by voting
for Phil Hazle (B.S. 74', M.S. 78'). Phil is
a corrections professional who has
supported Murray State for over 20
years.
Calloway County deserves an
educated, progressive jailer for the
future. Please compare the qualification
and support Phil Hazle for Jailer.
Students registered to vote who
are leaving Murray before May 26 can
vote after May 7 in the County Clerk's

Dwayne Anthony Oxley
Quinton Lee Sandefur
William Damion Simpson

Kwon Mo Song
:
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Continued from Page 1

She said as long as the
money for health care and
salaries comes from the same
sour c'e, t he salar ies will be

affected.
"Any solutions would have to
be long term," Landini said.
"When we make the transition
to a new system, it will take a
few year s until we start realizing the savings and increases
to our salaries."

Alexander said the next
Board of Regents meeting,
scheduled for May, has been
delayed until sometime in
June. At the meeting, the
Board will vote on a health
care plan and define the salary
increases for all employees.

Swimmin' in the Quad

May I , 1998

Monday classes offer
little time ..for adjustment
•

because fall 1998 classes start
•Residential Colleges:
Monday,
August 24, and many
Students will have little
students
feel
they will not have
time to relax after moving
suflicient time to move into
into the residential coltheir rooms and be ready for
leges on Sunday and class the next day.
before classes begin on
Paula Hulick. directo'r of the
Monday.
housing department, said the

"There was a smooth transition for the 150 new students
that just moved in the residential colleges at t he beginning of
this semester," Hulick said .
"We will look to see how this
will go."
Hulick also said private
main reason for opening the rooms will still be offered next .
residential colleges the day semester , and the procedures
before classes for non-freshmen for applying will remain the
was to allow enough time for same.
the Great Beginnings program
However, many students
to be completed.
have expressed their displea"There was a need to keep sure with the housing departGreat Beginnings on the week- ment's decision.
end instead of changing it to
Beth Kurtz, freshman from
run into the week," she said.
Louisville, said she disagrees
Hulick also said many of the with the decision.
residential advisers and resi"This upsets me," Kurtz said.
dential college employees will "You need time to put everybe working in the Great Begin- thing away before classes start
nings program, which will not and time to get your books."
allow them enough time to
Another freshman from
handle the responsibility of
Louisville,
Antwan Ellis, also
helping facilitate the program
said
he
disagrees
with the
and to help prepare the resihousing
department's
decision.
dential colleges for non-fresh"I feel that you need to be
men.
t
here
by Saturday," he said.
Hulick said she is optimistic
"I feel for someone witH an 8
the change will be handled
a.m. class on Monday."
well.

Bv jASON KEMP
SrAFFWamR

Danny Vowel liThe Nev.'S

Jeff Slone of Union and Sara Jane of Cerulean splash in a mud puddle behind Pogue
Library Tuesday afternoon. Recent rains have caused a build-up of surface water, which
flooded sidewalks on campus this week.

Murray State students are
preparing to deal with a housing change that was recently
made to the academic calendar.
Instead of having a weekend
to readjust to campus life and
move their belongings into
their rooms, some MSU students will have to adjust to
having one day to prepare their
rooms before classes start in
the fall semester.
The MSU housing department announced in March all
residential colleges will open
Saturday, August 22 for freshmen and Sunday, August 23 for
non-freshmen.
This has made many nonfreshmen
students
upset

--ElectHAIR

May 1 and 2
7 p.m.

joe
Thornton

SAlUO

1415 Main Street

753-4700
r.•axt tb Matt B' s

$1 Off
any product or service
with this coupon

Studio D

WUsonHaU
SlOB

Jailer

$1 admission
Free with

Faculty, Staff and
Students, I ask for your
vote and Influence

MSUID

Paid for by Joe Thornton

DISCOUNT COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS
1303 CHESTNUT

COMING IN AUGUST ••••

On·Campus Textbook Delivery!
DON'T FORGET•••
order your textbooks over the break and save big $$$ $...
C a i i 'I'e»II F r e e :

x ..s s s.. .:se>e>~.. o4o
Save 30°/o- sooto on used textbooks!

Have your *credit card and class schedule, including section numbers, (eg. MAT-140-01) handy when you call. All in-stock titles will
shop via UPS/RPS within 24 hrs. (Shipping extra) or can be held for pick up when you return in August.
*Mastercard/Visa/Discover
I

